M H B f aces
FC C ha ssles
—Heidi Neumann
Shortl y, the Federal Communications Com mission
is expected to announce a ruling that may have a tremendous
impac t on WMHB as well as hu ndreds of other college
radio station s across the country. The proposed rule will
require all non-commercial educationaLFM stations to
have a minimum year -r ound operating schedule of at
least 36 hours per week.
While WMHB is currentl y bro adcasting over 100
hours per week it is only on the air for 30 weeks every
year. If the FCC rule is enact ed as it stands now, our radio
stati on will have to extend its operation to a twelve
month schedule in order to retain its broadc asting
^
license.
. '
Andy Deirunger , General Mana ger of WM HB, said
that it may cost the statiorr an addition al $10,000 to
pay staff and meet the costs of operating during vacatio ns.
He could foresee WMHB in a position where it will either have
to request an estimated bud get of $17,200 from the college,
or go commercial , or go off the air entir ely.
The proposed FCC rule resulted from a petition
filed in Washing ton by the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting (CPB). Accordin g to an unofficial FCC announce men
released last month ,' CPB maintains that , "too many
Spring has found Colby and S-pringCarnival is only
stations operate too. few hours with too many breaks for
three weeks away
vacations. " They also contend that many college stations ,
Presiden t Strider is on the Board of Trustees of
"offer program ming that differs little from commercial
1
WCBB and is also the Ch airman of the Govenor 's Advisory
stations except for the absence of commerdals . ' With
Committee
on Public Broadcasting in Maine. Andy Dein- .
regard to this CPB petitioh V the FCC has designed a rule
inger met last week with Dr. Strider in hopes to j>ut
so that college radio stations -would be, "more than a . :
Colb y's connections with Public Broadcas ting to WMHB 's
training ground for studen ts."
advantage
in contesting the proposed FCC rule.
Ironical ly, Colby College has some significant
bdnin
ger .e^lairietj tlie motives behind th p. CPB
ties with Ihibli f,Broadcast ^
petition
. ^is^bsKieailya qt ^^n^bf coippetitioh , "
woes. Last year , Colby had a net Lnvestm ent of $155,137
said Deininge r,,C_^
in ari educati ^^
interest to have snriall educati onal radio stati ons competing
additi on, the College pay? for $5,000 in WC BB operating
;
v
with the laigier:CP ,B Rations that are capable of reaching a larger
'
A^
::
expenses-ever yyear. ; . :
'
audience . This is especially true in cities like Boston
' So what's wrong with a little airwave competition
—Francis X. Callana _i
where
there are many 10-.watt college station s attracting
among the educational stations? "Plent y," asserted Deinpotential
CPB
listeners.
Deininger claimed tha t this dpes
inger. "CPB is" fighting for listener dollars. " Since CPB
Spencer Aitel has announced the cancellation of two
not hold true in rural areas where there are so few educatfonal
is a listener supporte d network , the larger the au dience,
concerts
by the Centra l Maine Power Music Company and
stations to begin with.
the lar ger the income. Insofar as some college radio stations
the probable forfdtu 'r^ of up, to $2000 in Stu—A funds.
compete with CPB , Dininger said that , "It seems that CPB
The concerts , origirialiyscheduled for this Saturday night
now wants a complete monopol y on educational broadin Given Auditorium , were cancellled when the Use 6f Facasting. " Apparentl y, CPB has the strength with the FCC
cilities Committee (UFC) refused to approve Social Life's
to gain such a m on opoly position.
24th date was futile , Aitel reported in an interview last Tuesday
* WMHB was allocated $7,200 this year. If Colb y is
into the possibility of booking another hall for the April
to cover the additional $10,000 for year-round expenses,
24 date was fur
it would cost each student approximately eight extra
A meeting was held on April 20 where representadollars a year. The option of WMHB becoming a commerciall y
tives
of
Colby College, Stu-A and the CMPM Co. discussed
operated station would be a bit more complex. Deininger
Rosem ary Park , former president of Connecticut
and Barnard colleges, will give the comm encement address
explained 'that a commercial outfit may damage the nonthe College 's role in the pr oblem. Present were VP Pullen ,
at Colby College on Sunday, May 30, at 10 a.m.
«, profit status of Colby. After discussing this issue with
Treas. Cox, Dean Smith , Director of Student Activities Sue
Recipient of several national awar ds and honorary
President Strider , Deininger said tha t the College lawyers are
Benson ,* Aitel and Ben Levine , spokesman and agent for the
degrees
,
she
is
emeritus
profess
or
of
education
in
the
Gradulooking into the matter.
group. The legal question was complicated by the fact that
. , 7 There is also a technical problem involved with WM HB ate School of Education of the University of , California at
when Aitel signed the March 18 contract , he did so in the
Los Angeles. Her husband , Milton Anastbs , is professor of
broadcasting as a commercial station , An FCC law insures
name of Colby College instead of Stu-A. Cox made it
Byzantine Greek and history at UCLA.
WTVL that no other station may broadcast from within
fory the
clear that Colby' was' not 'financiall
tespdnsiblc because
Prof. Park graduated summa cum laude from Radclif fe
college . Levine inavfive mile rad ius of its antenna in Winslow. This means that a
Aitel had rib poWer So^o^tr act
College and rece ived a Ph.D. magna cum laude from the Uni- dicated th at theigrbu p had every intention of collecting the
commercial WMHB could not send a ,signal from the Colby
full cont ract fee:*^^ ^ter e^pressed ho^es of negoti ating a
campus. Land would have to be obtained outside of WTVL 's versity of Cologne, Germany.
From 1935 to 1962, she was on'the faculty of Connecti- settlement but Levine insisted , citing numerous cancellaprotected area. This would also necessitate the purch ase oi a n »w
cut
College,
serving the last 16 years as president.
antenna and a new transmitter which would be powerful
tions and weeks' of preparation that have gone into the
In 1962 she accepted a similar position at Barnard
enough to send a strong signal back to campus. "
planned engagement. Yesterday, Stu—A lawyers met with
College, continuing until 1967 when she was appointed Vice lawyers of the band in the presence of Aitel and Levine.
Despite these probl ems, WMHB could succeed as a
that
ad
predict
ed
Deininger
Chancellor of educational planning and p rogram s at UCLA ,
commercial station a s
Aitel said that the first offer of settlemen t has alread y been
revenu es would compensate for the stations 's added
a post she held until 1970.
mad e, but could not be disclosed at the time. Aitel was upFormer .chairman of th e Association of American
expenditures. "Advertising would come easy becau se
set that th e College refus ed to support the Stu-A stand beColleges, she has served as a board member of the Rockefeller cause he feels that Colby is partiall y r esp onsibl e "With the
% WVM HB has a format that 's more professional that WTVL
,or W SKW." He add ed however that in order to solicit
Brothers Theological Fellowshi p Program and the Danforth
same vigor they expended on opposing us they could have
enough advertisin g, the station would have to eliminate
Foundati on and as an advisor to trie J ohn Hay Whitney Founda made the concert happen " he said.
, wiy progressive format. . tion .
/
Aitel said the group first approached him about the
Deininger concluded that the proposed FCC rule
the Los Angeles Times selected her in 1967 for its Womai concert sometime in J anuary. At that time , the other suit..
may be necessary in the city but was unreasonable for Main e. of the Year Award.
able facilities on campus were alread y booked for April 24.
Broadcasting
.
Public
Maine
!*We do not compete at all with
Prof. Park has been on the Citizens * Advisory Council
He said tha t during J an, he spoke with Prof. Armstron g of
Rather , WMHB has,-, form at which fills a hole in the
of the President 's Commission of the Status of Women and on the Music Dept "a couple of times on the phon e and once
J
market and is providing a service that the community wants. the Preside nt'
in person " about the availability of Giverj for the CMPM
s Committee on Higher Educa tion .
'¦
* ¦ ' , ' Commercialization of the attainment of additio nal .
She has been associated with the national chapter of
Co, on April 24. "I thou gh he had shown a positive incollege funding for W MHB is merely speculation by
tent. " "We talked informally and I thought he said yes.
Phi Beta Kappa and the American Council on Educati on
N
DdnTn gerin anticipation of the approval of the FCC
But he thought we were going to talk more ," Aitd stated < ii
in various capacities. y
rule, *He expects the FCC to officially announce its
continue d on page t hre e
decision sometime this month.

$200 0 in stu-a f u n d s
m ay be lost

COMMENCEME Nt
SPE AKER SEL E CTE D

Uruguay - - particularly the use of torture. Therefore,
in die weeks ahead,we will bfi conducting an intensive
campaign to engage world opinion against such
'¦*¦¦ ' '
inhuman ity.
.
.;. """'. ..
As you may know, Al is an independent, no'n-;.partisan, human rights organization which has consultative
status with the United Nations, the Council of Europe,
the Organization of American States, and the Organization
of African Unity. We endeavor to ensure the right
of peoples everywhere to hold and express their beliefs.
Action against torture in Spain (Sept. 1975) and the
treatment of political prisoners in the USSR (Nov, 1975)
are but two examples of AI's work, carried out by
people like yourself around the world. .

EDIT ORIAL
The Central Maine Power Music Company concert,
originally scheduled for this Saturday night, has b een
cancelled and $2,000 of STU-A's dwindling year-end
funds may be crossed out of the bank books forever.
The problem arose when Social Life chairperson,
Spencer Aitd, bound -STU-A to a contract with the
group, after what he interpreted as an informal affirmation from Professor James Armstrong on the use of
Given Auditorium. When the official forms were brought
to Armstrong, Spenser received an official "no".
True, Spenser Aitel was over-stepping his position
when he signed the contract in Colby's nam e without
a written OK from the Use of Facilities Committee;
but the music department is being ridiculously inflexible.
The standing policy for events "m Given is, according to
Armstrong, "things directly related to the music department, Glee Club performances and, rehearsals and allcollege events which require a lecture-type hall and any
other all-college events of a-formal and traditional
setting." Apparently, the avant-garde contemporary
music and multi media show of Central Maine Power
Music Company doesn't fulfill these qualifications.
Considering Colby's lack of large capacity halls
with decent acoustics, how can any committee
designate any facility only to the type of activities
it prefers? Must the events which take place in Given
reflect the archaic philosophy of Colby 's Music Department? Not only is our formal musical education pushed
towaid the traditional, but now our concerts are too.
Armstrong contends that we must " keep things
in Given compatible with the nature of the hall." Surely
the committee is more enlightened than to believe that
only "formal" traditional performances have any educational or aesthetic value. Perhaps they are associating alcohol and marijuana and excessive litter with
avant-garde activities. Any Colby audience is capable
of civilized and tidy behavior, no matter what event
they are viewing.
Surely the Use of Facilities Committee and .
Professor Armstrong could work something out with Social
Life and save STU-A on Saturday. But it looks like the
Colby community will miss out on a new experience in
music because of the close-minded attitudes of a committee
which is tangled in its own red tape.
Maybe Social Life should ask the band and audience
to wear tuxedoes and evening gowns. Attendance could
be b y formal invitations and all the women could require corsages from their dates. As it is, our money will
go to waste while Given is allowed to stand empty .

As part of an international campaign against
torture we are organizing letter writing campaigns to ;
hundreds of Uruguayan officials - - to let them know
the world knows. We are circulating, world-wide,
a petition calling on the Uruguayan government to
<
admit an independent investigation into allegations
of torture (copy endosed) .We are enlisting the support
and intervention of parliamentarians and elected
officials , trade unionists, academic and church people
on behalf of their imprisoned colleagues. And m ost
important, we are attempting to inform as many people
as possible about the tragic, critical and urgent situation
in Uruguay.
That's where you can help. Please reprint in your
Another charge in the letter stated that we have little
newspaper as much of the enclosed material as*you can,
regard for the Colby listening audience. It must have taken
especially the names for letters. Send copies of what you car
quite a vivid imagination to dream this charge up when there print to the Uruguayan authorities listed in the enclosed pam*
so much evidence to disprove it. We have a responsibility to asking for their response.. And please send a copy to
ascertain the needs of the community we serve. We.not on- Amnesty International.
ly do this by seeking out the opinions of the students and
A recent letter to us from one Uruguayan citizen
elected representatives, but also through surveys. Our
thdr
.
expressed the hope that "the exposure and denunciation
last survey told us that the students were listening to Popular of the continuous violations of human rights by the
format stations in the mornings; we saw that this was what
Uruguayan regime may be so strong it will be forced
the students.wanted and we acted to fill the demand. After
to
review its method, admit its mistakes and create the
six weeks of hard, work, we introduced GOLDEN 91; this
minimum
conditions for a decent, human and reasonable .
is a format designed to suit the needs of the students and
way of life iri the country." •
bring a degree of professional broadcasting higher than ANY
Thanks so much for your consideration and assistance i
found in-this area. The next few weeks are only to test this
effort.
format and work out the problems we might encounter. Our
real goal is to present the perfected format in the fall when
Sincerely,
we expect to be operating in new facilities.
David Hawk
Our survey also found out that our progressive format
Executive Director
was more popular than our nearest competitor (W BLM) in
three of the four evening time p eriods. In the fourth time
period we are losing listeners , but are providing a specialized
service, that of all Jazz (tfiis is from midnight- 2 am). We
are keeping this specialized block because people do listen
and also because the people who devote their time to the
ococcoseec oeeescceoceeceeceecoeescee
^
¦•
programming are very good in the field.
Roberts Union
I |-.k
\
The letter last week was very worthwhile in that someCollege
Colby
nBl
one took the time to express their opinions; this is something
vy |*VB Waterville, Maine 04901 i!
m ore students should do, especially if we run another sur<
«¦«¦Telephone 873-1131
vey. We only hope that the comments will be of a construc^__ __-HM___ ,
extension 240 .
tive nature so that we might be able to work on them.
•»¦

'

-locelyn Bartkevicius

Sincerely,
Andrew Deininger
General Manager WM HB-FM
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TO THE EDITORS:
I would like to take this opportunity to reply to a
letter which appeared in last week's ECHO concerning the
operation of the Radio Station. In that letter there were a
number of charges which need some clarification.
The first charge leveled on this organization concerned
the alteration of WMHB' s broadcast pattern. the manage ment of this station can do nothing to disrupt (or even improve) the reception for students residing on campus with
our present antenna system, The entire campus lies within an area k n own as our "Blanket Coverage Area", This
means that any time your radio is tuned near our frequency
we will come booming through . There are exceptions to
this; for example, if you are located in an area which is
blocked by a number of brick walls (eg the Runnals side of Dana)
you will experience some difficulty receiving our signal due
to the fact that FM transmissions do not travel through
rock,
It was implied that we kiss ass to the Federal Communications Commission; we must operate within the
guidelines set by that body, but we never cater to their .every whim. At this time the opposite is really truei we are,
in fact , fighting a new regulation which could wipe out this
station. I won't elaborate on the details because I believe
that there is ah article in this issue stating problems and
the measures wc are taking to combat them.

.

I News Editor

m hb retort s
Dear Editor;
Unlike the situation in Chile and Brazil or the
Soviet Union, the gross violations of human rights
in Uruguay have received little of the attention of
international public opinion that is the only hope for
thousands of people who are at the mercy of their
repressive regimes.
That's why your help is needed.
Recently, Amnesty International (Al) revealed the
names of more than 20 people tortured to death in
Uruguay. We provided evidence (see enclosed) on the
widespread and systematic use of torture there.
We estimate the number of political prisioners
in Uruguay at nearly 6,000 - - a ratio of one prisoner
for every 450 dtizens. Under the pretext of combatting
armed su bversion , ever wider drcles of pea ceful
dissenters have been subjected to oppression and
persecution. Nearly half of the imprisioned are students
and, needless to say, the traditional independence of
the University has been suppressed. The Uruguayan
University Students Federation (FEUU) has been
severely harassed; its leaders have been arrested (including
.their Sec. Gen.) or are,in exile. Others imprisoned
in clu de doct ors, parliam entarians, trade unionists,
' .¦
lawyers and teachers.
,,._' ,
Amnesty International is concerned with these
gross and co nsistent violations of human rights in
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continued from page one
Amnesty International's world wide efforts against 7 CHINA ON THE EVE OF THE REPUBLIC [{ 7:MM: :
Tuesday. After the Contract wasfinalized, he said, Prof.
the use of torture in Uruguay will focus the spotlight of
Dr. and Mrs. Reuman will talk and show slides of
Armstrong of the Music dept. refused to sign the appropublic opinion on these terrible.abuses. We must let
i
their travels and work in China between 1949 arid 19 51.
priate form thus denying access to the hall. Aitel believes
Uruguay know that the world knows and cares.
The presentation will beheld on Wednesday, April
th at Armstrong based the move on College policy prohiYOU CAN HELP. PLEASE SEND COURTEOUSLY
.
00
p.m.
in
Leonard
Lounge
at
7
28
,
.
biting the use of the hall for avant guard music.
WORDED LETT ERS (3lcj^ostage) AND POSTCARDS (21c '
In a separate interview with Prof. Armstrong on Tuespostage) IN SPA^ISH CR ENG LISH TO AS M ANY OF V
day, Armstrong stated that in the January phone conversaTHE OFFICIALS LISTED BELOW AS POSSIBLE."
tions they had not enetered into specifics. "Spencer under,
' To the Editor, -stood that Given was available," he stated, -"but I didn't
Sr. Presidente de la Republica del'. Uruguay
;v , v
¦
.
:
know any of the details— that there were to b e two shows,
Don J uan Maria • Bp rdaber ry,
I strongly disagree with the notion that because only 82
what were the specific requirements of the act, etc. Next
Casa de Gabierno 7 '
people showed up at the all-campus meeting it means that
thing I know the contract is signed and the form comes acPza Independencia, Montevideo
the ones who didn't appear are apathetic and uninterested
ross my desk. Spencer had not contacted B & G nor worked
in what they are doing here at Colby. (Really now, are we not
out any details." Armstrong stressed the problem with jan- Sr. Ministro del In terior,
fooling ourselves into believing that 400 people-a quorumitorial over-time service in a busy week. He based his negative
General Hugo Linares Bruin ,
would want to show up at a boring cmapus meeting where it
recommendations to the UFC on a combination of circumMinisterio del Interior , - /
seems people talk many .times just to hear themselves talk
stances-the time of the performances, the difficulties of
Mercedes"y J ulio Herrera y Obes 1471, Montevideo
especially when its scheduled for a Tuesday night [seminars].?
set-up, the size of the expected audience , policing, etc.
I doubt m any other college campuses would be so optimistic.)
Exteriores,
elacion&s
Armstrong also went into some detail about the po\
Sr. Ministro de R
There is a lot more going on in each individual person's life
"
Dr J uan Carlos Blanco,
' licy which governs the use of Given. It is VP Pullen who
on this campus than the student association or student
maKes the ultimate decisions, alter considering the recomMinisterio de R ebciones Exteriores,
government. To put it bluntly-some people have got other
mendations of Prof. Armstrong. Mr. Grindel of B&G and
18 de J ulio 1025 , Montevideo
things to do.
Mr. Dwyer of the Calender Office. Their du ty is to "keep
I'm not saying student government is a waste of time.
,
de
Defeitsa
National
Sr. Ministro
things in Given compatible with the nature of the hall."
Its a necessary administrative and organizational (and some¦
.
—
Dr Walter Ravenna,
Arm strong interprets this to mean "Things directly related
times more) apparatus on any campu s-but there do exist
Ministerio de Defensa Nacional,
to the music department, Glee club performances and reother things just as important to other people who have other
lecture-type hall and
25 de Mayo 279, Montevideo
priorities that occupy first place. There are those students whose hearsals- all college events which require a
any other all-college events of a form al and traditional setpriorities are Stu-A; there are also those students whose
yFinanzas
,
ting."
He went on to point out some of the criteria which deEconomia
de
Sr: Ministro
priorities are different, but no less valid or worthwhile.
Villegas
IngAlejandro Vegb
,
termine whether the hall is suited to an act, mentioning
For a small proportion of the campus to condemn the
Ministerio de Economia yFin anzas,
"m otion pictures and other lighting problems." Armrest of the campus (through sensational and misleading
Colonia 1089, Montevideo
said that although the procedure tor securing tne
Strong
headlin es) as apathetic and unambitious because they don't
auditoriu
m is "red-tapish", there is a defin ite purpose. He
Sr. Ministro de Trabajo y S eguridad Social,
participate in that small group's own main interest is not
Dr J ose E Etcheverry Stirling,
.also stated that given different circumstances, he probably
only being self-righteous but also perpetuation the myth
Uruguay 948, Montevideo
would have approved a CMPM Co. performance in the
that the Colby community is indeed apathetic.
auditorium.
som
e
of
these
different
things
priorities
and
other
Wh at are
. $r. Ministro de Educati on y Culture
people are d oing? Next year there will be approximately 75
Dr Daniel Darr acq,
Cultuva,
y
^
students study ing abroad. R ather than seeing this as an escape
Ministerio de Educatio n
The East -is Red
to get away from Colby, I'm sure many who will be studying
Sarandi 444? Montevideo
and living in fordgn countries are doing it to enhance and
"The East is Red" is a dramatically different approach
P
ublica,
Sq,
l
ud
de
complemen
t the experiences they've already had arc Colby. It
Sr. Ministro
to Communist China than what we've seen through the
Dr J usto Alonso Leguisamo,
takes an ambitious,- enthusiastic and unapathetic student
eyes of CBS or Nwsweek. Produced for export by the People's
18 de J ulio 1892, Montevideo
to want to do something different like this.
R epublic of China in 1965, it is a propagandists film fu ll of
Witness the events of the Third W orld Cultural Festival. ___ ¦
S
energy and dedication for the Communist cause. It has b een
Sr. Secretar io Genera l del Consejo de S eguridad
scheduled for this month and thei beginning of next . Organdescribed as a colorful pagent of song and dance in the style
Nacional (CO SENA) .
ized by eight different organizations and departments on
of Chinese dramatic tradition. "The East is Red" wiU.be
Casa de Gobiern o,
campus, this surely indicates there are people interested and
shown on Thursday, April 29, in Lovejoy 100 at 9:30 p.m.
Pza I ndependencia, Montevideo
concerned , wanting to break out of the confines of narrow
and traditional experiences.
" _g__ T_-'_ ra
Al is also circulating around the world a petition
i-Rbo
itself.
Five
the
Colby
of
Witness
the
reviving
calling on the Uruguayan authorities to admit an inweeks ago I didn 't even want to read the thing as much as
COMPUTER QUESTIONS REVISITED
&
dependent investigation in to allegations of torture.
conand
some
interested
But
pick
it
up-it
was
falling
apart.
To obtain copies of this petition or more info
cerned unapathetic people stood up and put the thing back
Last Spring Colby, realizing its growing dependency
on Uruguay write:
together again.
on
the
Bowdoin computer, decided that the long range beAmnesty International, USA
factors involved that must be con J
a
lot
of
are
There
nefits
of
a machine on campus outweighed the initial cost.
2112 Broadway
1
can be condemned as
population
sidered
before
a
student
Accordingly
fu nds were allocated and Colby purchased a PDP
New .York, New York 10023 .
really,
apathetic;
the
average
workload
is
not
easy
and
people
11/50,computer
from the di gital equipment corporation.
(212) 787-8906
do have to put hours of studying in. Many individuals
This compu ter was chosen because it fell into the "miniwould rather get th eir work done and in their spare tim e so
computer" price range, while still offering most of the deOPEN INVITATION
out and enjoy .themselves in the sun. Does this mean they 're
sired features of larger machines. These features include
working?
•a fast processor,-a* good amount of memory, easy expanThe supporters of Howard Bird's opinion of multina- apathetic because th ey're outside relaxing or inside
There are other factors. Look at the way people tend
sion capabilities, quick field service, and lots of flash ing lights.
tionals will find themselves on the defensive when Prof. A.
Briefly, the facilities include the main computer ,
' Singham of Howard /University lectures at Colby this Monday to view traditional institutions, modes of thought, and accepted
now,
ways
of
doing
things
.
Because
of
so
many
thought
a
card
reader, ahigh speed Imprinter, and 11 terminals
Speaking on "The Third World and The World Capitalist
provoking,
soul-searching
events
and
phenomena
in
the
past
located in Lovejoy , Keyes, the Library, and Eustis. The
System" from a Marxist viewpoint, Prof. Singham will exterminals in Lovejoy and Keyes are available primarily
amine the dominating hold that multinationals have on the several years-Watergate, Vietnam, Civil Rights, Pollutionpeople now seem to question, they are critical and more skepfor academic use while those in the Library and Eustis are
k
destiny of developing nation.
tical
of
established
institutions
or
ways
of
doing
things,
includingprimarily reserved for administrative computing.
Prof. Singham was born in Ceylon and grew up in Jamthings
like
Stu-A.
Though the physical facilities have been on camaica. After .studying at the University of the West Indies,
Student-Associations
have
been
a
part
of
the
college
for
almost two semesters now, the full resources of the
pus
he graduated from Wesleyan University and obtained a PhD
a
long,
proves
they're
scene
long
time.
Yes,
school
for
this
and
computer are only now becoming apparent. Ken Roberts, the
in Political Science from the University of Michigan. At
worthwhile arid valid to some' extent ; they have stood the test
school's adrninistrative prbgrammer/analyst, has made sigMichigan, he taught Third World courses and was also very
• ¦' involved in the black student movement. Prof. Singham has of time. But they're also a part of an educational system that
nificant Headway.towards establishing data bases for the vahas been questioned and criticized and gone through tremenrious offices 'iri Eushs.' Such efforts
subsequently joined the faculty at Howard as an authority
o| have helped greatly in
dealtrtg' wtH ^He|:^st%j^puhts information' that must
on the Third World. He has also written a book on Barbados. dous changes in recent years. If som e students decide they
' The lecture will'be held this Monday afternoon in Love- don't want to actively participate in school government because for be processed, and have freed people like George Coleman
for ,them as individuals they have more important things to
alleged slave to the machine, from a gooid deal of monoto^joy 215 at 4:15 p.m.
do, O.K.-accept it at that. Maybe they do have more impor
nous work.
tant things to do, (in protesting the Vietnam War, effective
Also an organized "library " is nearing completion
change
was
brought
about
by
the
committee
w
orkers
and
the
SONG
AND
SYMPHONY
which will allow easy access to all games and program pack,
I
rioters, both those within and without, participants and nonages available for the social and natural sciences. The games
Former New York City Opera leading soprano Donna participants of the system,) which should not be judged apathetic presently include about 100
programs ranging from a Snoopv
of B/unswick . wfll be a featured soloist Sunday (Apr because they're not withihthe respected and accepted lines
I_?re}_
a
star trek battle. A checkers
"
of
simulation
out
to
a
%
print
25) when the Colby Corrimunity Symphony Orchestra , W at- of participating iri an institution such as student government.
playing
program
is
also
being
developed which if success: ery ille Community Chorus and Colby Glee Club present a
.We have to realize that there are other things which
gam c.
ful
should
play
a
fairly
challenging
joint' spring concert.
people on this catnpus are doing. For some, their interests
Now with the school year winding up, there remains
;' , ,,. ,,.; ; Tickets forf the 8 p.m. performance iriXorimer Chaper are Stu-A; for others it may be writing poetry. To condemn
little doubt that the decision to buy was a good one. We
at Colby are available from the college music department
the poet as apathetic because he's not a class-officer or doesn't
have complete control over our facility and computer tim e
and the New England Mu sic Co. in downtown Waterville as ¦eyen participate in electionwsddiculpus. It is tim e we put an
no longer costs money. Once its resources are fully realwell as at the door.
end to the petpetuatibn of this myth that "Colby is apathetic"
ized the 11/50 should represent a major time stiver for
Colby music instructor Paul Machlin will direct the glee and "stu dents here do n 't care".,On the contrary, look
the administration , a handy analytic tool for acaderhia, and
club and community/chorus while Harry Duriscbmbe of the around-there arc people with many various goals all going .
a recreational outlet for the general Cblby population,
Portland Symphony Orchestra will direct the community sym in many diverse directions no less better than your own.
phony , Violinist Mary Hallman is concertmistress of the sym-Bob Ingraham '76
¦—¦¦_!
,
phony,
- Michael Reick 77
Joe Meyer

_ _

____

FOCUS
ON

RHODESIA
— Awetu Simesso

It is regrettable that in the twentieth century, at a
time when human beings should be honestly, jointly looking for means of sustaining m ere life on a dying planet, racial wars remain imminent. It is regrettable that we seldome learn fro m history. Gongs of a bygone era of mistaken understandings of people and grou ps of people
continue to haunt usj loots continue to haunt us— yellow
seeks yellow, white seeks white, black seeks black. In the
twentieth century, toward the close of the twentieth century, in a tattered worid that has witnessed enough tragedies already, and that is getting its teeth to meet the challenges of diminishing resou rces and ever mdre numerous
'mouths to feed , a war is being waged in defence of
racism—white suprem acy in a land inhabited by blacks ancJ
whites. Yes, the question is as simple as that. Rhodesia is
a sad chapter in human history.
If people found the views we expressed on Angola biased, they will find these views on Rhodesia intolerably
biased. My stand as a human being with some conscience,
is unshakable—Rhodesia must be free— A Zimbabwe must
emerge out of the ru ins of a deceased Rhodes-ia.
The country's history is no different from that of
other colonial countries in Africa and elsewhere. Cecil
Rhodes, after whom the country has been named,
who was a Briton b orn in the heat of imperialism, at a time
the "Cape to Cairo " vision was a fad, (essentially, the dream
was one of establishing a chain of British colonies from
Cape Town in-South Africa to Cairo in Egypt) bought
Southern Rhodesia fro m the Zuhis in 1895. Much can be
said about this "Buying" of a country, be it in Africa or
Atlantis, the "buying'"' of a p eople—the story has been
told too often—gullible , trusting, peaceful "natives" on
the one side, and shrewd, calculating, "civilized" do-gooders
on the other. In the case of Rhodesia too, as in m any other places, there were skirmishes that followed dissent and
refusal to sell the homeland. There were massacres and
treacherous games of playing tribal lords against one another. This is hardly a matter worth pausing over, thoughSuch is history— Such is human civilization. One should
harbor only sentiments over this uneven course of eventsno more. It can be justified, for at the time men knew less
about themselves and other men, about muted cries for
freedom and dignity.
Not that we have managed to do away with inequality to
day; for the dog-eat-dog scene is everywhere to be . seen;
People and nations alike are little better than commodities still. Not that independence has meant much for
those who have achieved it either for their misery has lifted
little. But freedom still has a ring to it-that reasserts pride
in man-that recreates vigor and asp irations. That's all that
Rhodesians will have achieved, ii history proves us right
and the masses win. After that first step, their destiny will
be what they choose to make of it.
So Rhodesia was colonized. This we need to stress
because there are some who still maintain that the Europeans settled Africa with vision s of civilizing the poor
barbarians. Though in the other cases too, this crusading
spirit con easily be falsified , in the Rhodesian case, - ,
there was absolutel y no room for such deception. Rhodes
himself had spoken, back in the 1870's, "My cherished
idea is a solution for the social problem , that is in order to
ave 40,000,000 inhabitants of the United Kingdom from a
bloody civil war, we colonial statesmen must acquire new
lands to settle the surplus population. . Th e Empire, as
I have always said, is a bread and butter question. If you
want to avoid civil war, you must become imperialists."
Yes, history has to be interpreted correctly-myths,
to
have be disspelled if we seek to paint a true picture of
what was and is. Rhodesia was part of the realization of
Rho de's dream. There were other reasons, too; to be sure;
But the underlying, driving reason was im perialisrri, motivated by none other than selfish needs and wonts. This
same reasoning can be applied to colonialism'as a whole.
What led to the immediate occupation of Southern j
Rho desia, as it was called tTiih (not to be confused with ,
Northern Rho desia. . .) Was talk' about immense reservoirs
of gold in the plains of the lan d> . Rhodes, as a major sh are
hplder in the DeBeers gold' ihij ites Operating in Kimberley,
Sputh Africa;htltl ih-flssed millions from, the mines there,
arid was the first one to direct expeditions to the north.

those too, to be sure, and they never ceased to attempt
to share what they had with their black brethren—
their gospel, their pity and "their" wealth. Much as this
created hopes and aspirations for better livelihood , it alsc
created domicile, peaceful* worshippers of the good Lor<d
and the better race. It was not totally devoid
of positive elements, though, for it is this sarne ^"
evangelism that has also created the Revs. Ndabaningi
Sithole and Abel Muzorewa — both militant leaders
of the African National Council today. There always
emerge people who realize that prayer alone does.not
ensure freedom - - the marina has to be wrung out of
heaven. Here too we see evidences of the dialectics at
work.
So the years rolled by. As the country modernized,
the mode of exploitation modernized with it. From
the outset, the government had devised a system to
keep, the "natives" out of its ranks. Voting was based
on education to which, as mentioned earlier on, very
few b lacks had access. As slowly, but surely, more and
m ore and more blacks managed to receive some primary
education, the fear that a black majority could
easily emerge, (it has to be remembered that only
a han dful of blacks were needed to engulf the 5%
white minority) led to a series'of what were ironically
called "FRANCHISEMENT ACTS" which raised the
qualifications just enough to keep the blacks a minority
in the government. Prior to the creation of the 1961 legisl
ationrthere were at least 3 such acts —in 1914, in 1951
and 1957.
The turning point for the government of Rhodesia
was 1961 in many ways. Though for brevity's sake,

out that Rhodesia'was not as rich in gold as anticipated; but its climate , well-suited to farm ing and living
in general, attracted enough settlers to enable the formation of a sizable basically agrarian white community.
From the outset, knodesia, being somettt-ig-bi Lhe
DeBeers mines' own possession, enjoyed some autonomy
from Britain . The settlers organized a segregated .community, and established a governmental machinery fairly similar to that of their homeland. In 192 3, they voted to becomes a British colony.
If the original settlement of Rhodesia was no different from the settlern ent of other colonies, meither was
its development over the years. Like everywhere else, an
unaltered , poor African community watched replicas of
western civilization reemerging in its midst. Cities were
built, roads constructed, rivers dammed, factories created,
But they were never meant to be used by the African.
Schools were opened — hospitals founded , colleges built..,
in short, all th at we see in modern day America or Europe
was reconstructed on a smaller scde in Rhodesia too, but
riot for the African. If Rhodesia prospered, it was prosper
ity for the minority.
'As late as 1960, only 43% of African children of
school age went to school, and only 1.1% of those who
were of high school age received secondary edu cation. It
was not only that the African was left out of the progress,
but he was increasingly impoverished with passing time
as his one possession, his land was taken away from him.
The supposedly modern Lan Apportionment Act of 1961
gave 45.3% of the land to the Africans (that is an average
of 8 acres per person for a population of four million)
and 38.1% to the whites , (an average of 5,000 or m ore
It 'turned

acres per person for 73.1% of the race ...) The rest
16.6% was declared government property, which, for
all practical purposes meant addi tional property for
the whites. That was not all either. Bad as they may be,
deprivation from education and confiscation of property
were relatively mild compared to the psychological
degradation that the Africans suffered . What hurt
the most during this whole process, was the enslavement of the African . Everywhere the story is the samein the cities, in the mines, in the kitchens, the manual
work, the physical work, the dung work of building
civilization was born by the African . As though forced
labor at home were not enough , thousands were sent
to mines in South Africa to provide labor under the
most inhuman condition s imaginable. The mortality
rate in some of the mines, as we -quoted in the Angolan
Crisis, was estimated at no less than 40%,
History must be interpreted correcdy. It is only
if we accept stark truths for what they are that we
can move toward a less artificial future. The colonizers
were m otivated by none other than dreams of furthering their own goals either at the outset or since. What
then of altruism? Were there no positive elements
in the contact with the west?
True—if for nothing else, at least for m ere
communication the white minority had to open up
its system somewhat. Indeed , there is no modern .
state that can exist without a sizable army, a sizablte
industrial class and so on. We must keep in mind' the.
fact that the white population of Rhodesia had at no
time in its history numbered more than five percent
of the poprilation/Therefore, it has had to rely;oh ' !
a tiny select sector of the bliack population to carry , .
out its eVeryday duties of statehood; k his had to ,,.
educate a few blacks,but it has aimed at and succeeded
in keeping them at a, minimum. This tiny minority is!
what has today emerged as the vanguard of the liberation
Wuggk. Thk is also on inevitable cottrseof history.
Art unfair gystem carries its pwn negations with jt» '...:
What of pure aUruism?-The handful of Individmis
and organizations that have thrcnighbut hi|«orydiAcated
themselves to humanJtarianlsm? th^e were a few of'

we shall not go into detail, I think it can be safely said
that this was the year when Rhodesia started on the
road to self-rule — a 65 member unicameral legislature
was created that would be emp owered to elect its
own prime minister. In what can roughly be called the
country's first constitution, it was stipu lated that the
voters be d ivided into two parts - the "A"'roll voters,
those with "superior education "am ong other superior
qualities befitting the superior race would elect 50
members, and the rest — the "B" roll voters — which
made up 95% of the population , would elect 15.
Meantime, the government, though racist at home,
made all efforts to appear at par with the trend in the
rest of Africa. In 195 3, Southern Rhodesia joined a
federation with wh at were then Northern Rhodesia and
Nyasaiand, now Zambia and Malawi respectively. The ''
Federation did not last long. On the eve oif independence
for the other two countries, In 1963 Rhodesia withdrew
from the federation - ¦
as pressures were being put
on the Ian Smith government to move toward majority
rule. The problem did not end with withdrawal from
The Federation , however, because Rhodesia was still
formally a British colony, and Britain refused to
allow independence to the country until a majority
government had been established.
It was m anticipation of this that the legislature
had been created iri 1961. Ian Smith had been
preparing his government for what must in the long run
end in a showdown against the whole world. In 1965,
he unilaterally declared the independence of Rhodesia
under his own premiership. Here, the history of riiodern
' / . '' • '
Rhodesia starts. ¦ ¦ ' - . - ' ' ." .'
This period is marked with fledgeling indep endence,
movements in conflict with one another and the radst , •'. : •
¦
goverijmehti1 with -Uriitid NWions'declwratioiils'irr"7' 7'7'M ^
contradiction to themselves arid the "illegal" government, 7 "
with US sanctions in conflict with Byrd Ammendments,
with¦ negotiations
and m assacres.
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What 's up with the Pennsylvania primary?
.—
Well not much at any true relevance with respect to
which
does
not
H.H.H.,
Because
of
the final nominations.
stan d for Ha, Ha, Ha, but good ole Hubert Horatio
Humphr ey, waiting till his party is in dire straights for
a strong candidate to.contest the incumb ent. Keep in
min d though, that Mr. Attica himself is remaining dormant
I suspect he 'll enter the race , and may just squeak by
Gerald Ford.
Back to the Pennsylvania primary. In the
Democratic sph ere, Chock - full- o' Nuts Carter
will take it by a good margin over Jackson with Morris.
Udall claim ing an overwhelm ing third .
On the conservative or should I say Republican side,
Mr. Ford will walk away with it. Remember though,
Ronald Reagan is taking a bye in this one in hopes
of another surprise victory in Texas, the following
primary !
Beware ye liberals! For conservatives thrive in
Amerika. They 're^seared ofthe labor movement
which in their eyes is manifested inthe Democratic
party.
—
—Smizzskids

linskey
Who will win the Pennsylvania Primary? There is no
doubt in my mind. Jimmy Carter will continue his strong
showing in the primaries by a margin of about five percentage points over Henry Jackson. The Georgia peanut farmer"'
is aided in Pennsy lvania by the largest war chest of campaign funds available, as both Jackson and Morris Udall have
had to substantially reduce expenditures from their projected media 'efforts. Carter has been able to rely on his own
person al wealth in Pennsylvania while Jackson and Udall have
been floundering in the effects of the tem porary shut-off of
federal campaign subsudies.
Arizona Congressman Morris Ud all will run a strong
third ,j ood enough to keep him in the race as an active
candidate, but merely bringing the inevitable closeMo
reality: Hubert Humphrey will be th e democratic nominee.
For th e first time t his week Ud all pu blically called on the ,
supporters of the Minnesota Senator and 1968 nominee.
Udall was quot ed as saying that while he is the only "progressive" actively cam paigning, Mr. Humphrey is not that
far away from him in terms of ideology. In fact, the 1972
Dernocra t ic nomin ee, George McGovern , (remem b er him?)
while calling Udall "Very Acceptable", referred to Senator
Humphrey as "Acceptable". So now the more pragmatic
liberal leaders are [casting their support to the old war-h orse ,
Hump hrey. This is the founda t io n of the ever growing "st op
Carter" movement.
On the Republican side in Pennsylvania , Gerald Ford
will sweep to an overwhelming win in a virtually uncon tested
primary. Ronald Reagan has elected to stay out of this race
in order to concentrate his efforts for the upcoming Texas •
primary, Where he expects a substantial victory. A Texas victory by Reagan , however, will not stop Ford from Marching
t o t he nominat ion , as he is pulling far ahead in the all-important delegate totals.
As far as my own feelings go, I have only fear for Ameri
ca, The growing conservatism in Am erican politics strikes a
nerve that often leaves me shaking, the strength and popu larity of Gerald Ford and Ronald Reagan, along with the
support of Jim m y Carter and Henry Jackson among the
Democrats, does not sit well with this old McCarthy-Mc- ¦
Govern-Kennedy supporter. M orris Udall is a fine, maim and
I respect hirh a great deal, but heis virtually unelectable.
The sam<? goes forJftteiStwrtjpg Jfrank Churjch;, . ^Vell, old, Hu- ,:,
bert irtyght not be so bad, but I still pray for Ted Kennedy
to come and save us all. ,.

J E AN NE 'S
BEANS

BIR D LA YS
EGG
-by Doug Maffucci
Last Monday night Woodrow Wilson fellow Howard
Bird began a week long series of lectures, discussions,
and informal talks with a presentation in Given Auditorium
Mr. Bird is presently employed as Vice President of Marketing, International Division of the Mobil Oil Corporation.
He had agreed to come to Colby to discuss various factors of niultinationalism, based on his more th an thirty
years of practical-experience.
To initiate his argument in defense of multinational
corporations he broadly defined them as, "privately owned
companies having a production capacity in'more than
one country, which are subject to the same rules and
regulations as any citizen or private com pany." Why
then have these multinational corporations come under
so much attack by the media and politicians? Mr. Bird
answers that these attacks are m ere sensationalism and dema
goguery based on nonsensical arguments, spurred by recent
political and economic developments.
He asserts that the private network not under the
political thumb spawns fear in the political arena and
creates animosity against multinationals. He further
argues that the economic merits of multinationals far
outweigh any liabilities. Multinationals, he asserts, are
buyers of U.S. goods, they create jobs throughout the
*
world , and they are aggressive, efficient and more progressive than thdr national contemporaries. Unlike other
industrialized societies, Bird continues, the U.S. burdens'
its multinationals with an excess of taxes, categorizing,
and regulations. With regard to power, Mr. Bird claims
that "The sm allest country can control any company, and
the company can 't do a thing to stop it."
Mr. Bird s defense of the multinationals is somewhat
justified considering the unfair treatm ent that they h ave
received in the media. Their economic merits are
apparent in the U.S. and the third world alike. They
have survived a number of political and economic
obstacles and have served to industrialize many underdeveloped nations.
The argument becomes somewhat questionable,
however, when Mr. Bird begins to refer to the altruism
of the mu ltinationals, specifically Mobil Oil. At points
he tries to argue that Mob il Oil is projecting the "American
Way " onto foreign countries by ex erting econ omic pressure
At this juncture his argument becomes contradictory.
On the one hand he describes multinationals as being
at the mercy of any small nation, yet he parad oxically '
purp orts that they are able to exert great pressure on
countries that promote inequality. He specifically noted
the Union of South Africa where, he bekieves, Americanbased multinationals are serving to break down the
aparteid system.
In this instance there is no evidence to" back up
Mr. Bird's assertions. The apartheid system does not
appear to be responding to outside pressure, and theU.S.bascd m ultinationals claim no desire to impose the mores
of America on the rest of the world. The top executives
of Ford Motor Corp. and Dow Chemical have openl y
expressed t hdr wish to have no affilia t ion with any
nation. Mr. Bird claims that these executives are;
"lunatics with mad notions , probabl y goaded ori by other
lunatics." He admits that his industry has its share of
lunacy, which accounts for sporadic acts of bribery and
misjudgement, but beyond that all criticism is baseless.

Other men live to eat,
While I eat to live.
— Socrates
If you were at all awake during mid-semester exams,
you probably noticed som e spies eying your tray in the
dining hall more closely than your own stom achs. Curious? .
Too bad, I'm going to tell you anyway! In view of the high
unemployment figure, the J.B. (Jeanne 's Beans, naturally !)
Research Interest Group, Inc. hired several ex- and now unemployed Watergate experts to survey the food waste scene
at Colby. (Would you believe Foodgate?)
JBeing pessimistic at heart (I prefer to call it realistic,
but my friends tend to disagree) , I expected the worst. However, my joy and ecstasy were insurpassable when I learned
the promising results of this food waste survey.
No- of Com p lete
11
tv
• Hall
*„ ,
Meal
Dining
Peopie
Meals wasted
% of waste
tt

Mary Low
Mary Low
Dana
,
Foss
Roberts

Dinner
Lunch
Dinner
Dinner
Dinner

190
215
315
279
463 .

9
8
15
20
.
22

4,7
• 3.7
4.7
7.0
4.7

There are tons of variables involved - value judgements
of how much of a porti on was wasted , variances in m eal
edibility (uncooked me atballs accounts for Foss). But the
overall percentage of 4.9 meals wasted per hundred is excellent and commendable. It 's not often that we're com mended, so .lets enj oy it! (And of course, keep up the good
work.) Mr. O'Connor say sjthat average h ousehold food
waste is around 10%, but.possibly the new generation of
food waste-conscious Americans will hel p to reduce that
'
high figure.
In passing I've heard via the renowned grapevine that
"Food Day " will be: held at Colby on Friday > April 23. This
day-long program , .w hich, according to your own personal
beliefs, may.or may not .include fasting, is a follqwrup to
the consciousness-raising of Hunger Week during first Semester. The workshops during the day will prove to be interesting and invaluable to those committed to becoming a part
of the solution to the hunger problem as well as to those who
are curious about such topics as nutrition, the role of big
business in the food market, women's role .in this problem,
nnd the p resent food situation at Colby and what can be
done to improve it. A chance to learn and to express your
own opinions. B ecome a part of Food Day on April 30!
Until next week: Smile - and lick that plate clean!!
After listening to Mr. Bird one is faced with the
question o'f wheth er or not to su pport his claims. Are
the multinationals the victims of a misguided media, or.
are they cancerous powe centers whose tentacles envelope
the entire world?
One tends to view the motives of multinationals
rat h er harshly. This is especially true in light of recent
evidence of bribery, extortion and political payoffs employe
d
b y Gulf and Mobil. The enormous capital controlled b
y these
rr
iultinationals inevitabl y gives them great power. The
good natured powerless hostage , which Mr. Bird claims
the multinationals to be; is simp ly hard to b elieve.
¦¦
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(Dave Linsky isa former McGovern worker and' a coordinator in tbe camp aign of Massachusetts Governor Michael
Dukakis,)
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The ECHO has recently learned[froth an Aj umni
Office poll that of 11,000A lumni, 20% have marriages comprised of two ColbyA lumni. Therefore we deemed it ap- ,
propriate to feature:

ONE STEP DOWN

THE AISLE
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(photos and stories by J ohn Devine)

Harrison - Goodhartz Bruce Goodh art? and Lisa Harrison, Sophomores,
have recently announced their engagment.
Bmce, a member of DKE, has played two years bf
varsity hockey while at Colby. He has also played a. year
of hockey in Canada. Hoping to eventually attend grad
Bmce is a psychology major.
school,
.
Lisa is a Math major who hopes to someday enter the
field of industrial psychology, a field which combines mathmatics and psychology. She hails from England and was
a member of Junior Olympic Gymnastics Team in Lebanon.
_ The couple plans to wait until after they graduate befort
they get married.
''
.. •

Bast ton - Harp er
Charles Michael Harper and Mary Bastron, Colby '75,
have set an August 7 wedding date.
Mike, a senior Biology major, is a member of KDR
and a four year letterm an in hockey.
Mary is currently attending the University of Iowa
Law School and while at Colby she was a Charles A. Dana
Scholar, a member of Chi-0 and a GovernmentSpanish major . She was elected Phi Beta Kappa during her
Senior Year and graduated. Magna Cum Laude.

Marois - Lig ht

¦

Douglas. Light ^nd Diane Marous became engaged
„
on March . 27 in £ar$ar^^
Doug is a sophpni ore biology majop who plans on
¦¦
,' '
becoming a Biology teacher.
... , ¦ i, .- , .
Diane is, a freshman, who worked for a year as an, LPN
in Manchester, NH prior to , attending Colby.,- She,is a. bicilogy major and a Psychology, major and.works weekends at
Seton Hospital'as an LPN. .r,;; 'i v-ri 'vii . -*. . '- , . . • . •
JThe couple pla«' to -get married in a-year from this
coming June and to*move¦,arid-iwork ou.TWest
¦¦
¦ after Doug .
¦
graduates. ' •• * •••;« ¦ ;¦ < ' 'M' >•¦ ¦;•'. . • ';' ¦(¦ » >.';•. ;'• . -
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Ina-Lce Toll and Larry Block dated for four years
... - . • - '
rior
to
becoming engaged this past Thanksgiving,
p
Ina is a junior, Psychology major who hopes to ev'
entually attend grad school and become a learning disabilities teacher tor pre-school diildrcjn.. She currently wprks
,m the Colby Chapel Nursery School and teaches swimming . .
Larry is also a junior and is a'.Ch emistry major ait , " . .
Bates College. He hopes to attend medical school and is '
. . . . . • ' ,. . .' *, . ' * ' . .; " ' ¦
an Eagle Scout , ^ ,' ' .;, ' .
The couple plan to marry after graduatibn . .
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of tasttf, disdirriinatioriaiid^rationality in a general way. But,.tb pull that.downal)it, there are really three types of
things that one would hope for : one, of course, has to do
with a career. Now, there are some types of careers which v
a person would get training for here at Colby. For example, if
you want to be a clinical -pyschologist, or a prof essional chemist, there are certain courses which you can take. Thus,
there is a kind of career education here. I think what people
-Jeff Wubrio
fear is the lack of total; across-the-board career preparation-,
however,~the education is such that one hopes to assist the student
ECHO: What do you feel is the particular value of a liberal '
in examining the range of choice and perhaps zeroing in on
arts education and h ov) does this relate to a society where
something that he would like to do, whether or not a specific
a great deal of emphasis is placed on career preparation?
part
of the Colby curriculum is going to feed into that. Thej iberal
Gillespie: I suppose becausethe employm ent situation is
arts education wants a cultivated, interesting person, but the
so awful nowadays that people are more sensitivethan they
career element is nonetheless present.
have beeii to the notion of career.. Twenty five years ago,
The second area is that the education influences the
when I came to Colby the connection between the underindividual's life after graduation not merely in terms of a career,
graduate education and what came.afterwards was much more
and that one's.life is going to involve, for example, his role as a
ambiguous than it is today. There would be people who felt that
citizen. It is hoped that college graduates will assume pro- • .,
whatever they took by way of courses, and whatever their
minent places in the community and in the nation. Of course,
majors, they were then prepared to go out and take jobs in
there is a great deal of that which is available for the student's
management training programs, for example. Many of the male
benefit
as in field experience and the flexible fifteen. So,
students who were majoring in business administration would go
the liberal arts does, in a way, have a sense of social concern..
to be interviewed for jobs in what we used,to call the placement
The third category concerns itself with th e subject
office ; now, we call it career counseling and the name was
of
leisure.
In this respect, I think of someone who majors
changed not because we no longer think we can place people
in
French,
but
goes into a junior management program. Howvery easily, but rather because they now wish to concern •
his
hobby
is still French as he likes to read French lit- ,
ever,
themselves with more of the problematic questions such as "What
erature
and
he
takes
his vacations in Paris. Thus, you can say that
will I choose?" rather than "What will I take of the offers that are
his
life
has
been
enriched
by his major. There are many other
given to me?" I can think of the exam pie which must have
parts of a liberal arts education which are similar to this;
been twenty yearsago when a young man who had been
..n average student came into my office . He had been to the Place Big Brother and Sister, Modern Dance, are just two examples.
So, the student benefits in ways other than in simple career
Would bears actually fake a pregnancy?
ment Service and had had seven in terviews and had been
preparation
.
Eight polar bears at the Detroit zoo give every
offered seven jobs. He was then experien cing the agony of
Now,
if you get back to the whole career idea, the
indication that they 're pregnant, but zoo keepers are^ choice, because he thought the implications of sohie of the
problems which one has to face if one says that we should
jobs were very different with respect to his major. So, as you
not so sure.
pay more attention to career education at Colby are numerous.
can see, a great many young m en were interested in that
Curator William Austin says he suspects that
The
difficulty with an awful lot of professional jobs is that a
-1!eight bears are pretending they 're pregnant so they sort of thing where £jie m ajoi; didn 't necessarily have to
student
needs other training in addition to his undergraduate
tie in with a career, and thus, you'd have to pick up partican stay all winter in the maternity ward instead of
work;
so
it is hard to know what his needs would be. Also, .
cular skills after graduation. Even in those days one often
hibernating out in the cold.
special
training
such as this would make an enormous pool of
asked the question which is common concerning thejib eral
Austin explains that a bear cub weighs one
applicants
which
would mean that many wouldn't get jobs. Anpound at birth, so it is almost, impossible to tell whe- arts, say, for example,"What can you do> if you major in '
other bad thing is that individuals who are trained within a
ther the 700 pound fem ales are really pregnant. The psychology?" One choice which was available then.which was
specifically career oriented curriculum may get work, but
zookeeper addsr .however, that the private rooms.9uj 6 considered by a smaller proportion of students was going
they're likely to be dead-end jobs that don't pay well. Thus,
on arid working professionally in the field. Many people
extras make the maternity dens "pretty attractive;"
when students come up to me and ask "What should I do with
he suspects that all eight bears are just freeloading to who went on to graduate school in particular subjects were
my life?", I try to assure them that I hope that somewhere
"get away from it all." .
planning to join and replace the faculties of the various
between Freshmen Orientation Week and Graduation Week,
that this should
universities,
and
certainly
no
one
thought
they will have been able, with whatever assistance the college can
____
be the aspiration of everyone at Colby. In addition, as I've ,
provide, to try to come to grips with these things. We can't
already said, there were young men who went on to a manthe freshmen a week to decide what they want to be when,
give
agement training program, and in more recent years this has been
they grow up, or else tell them that they have no point being
referred to as joining the establishment.
in college. But,'on the other hand , for us not to be concerned
A London scalp specialist is out with some bad
Of course, there were other choices besides these two.
about
the problem and then come May and they realize that
news for beer drinkers everywhere: Neagle Cathcart says
that the consumption of brew is a major cause bf bald- > There was business school, law school and medical school.
they won't be coming back in the Fall, is equally foolish. The
Medical-school requires a certain minimum quorum of courses
ness.
thought of a career should be considered at one point, but
'
Cathcart, th e director of the Harley Hair Transhere, but law school doesn't really have that sort of requireherein
lies the question: '"At what point do we start?" We
plant Clinic in London, says that he bases his findings
ment. In addition to government majors, I've seen English majors encourage the freshmen to take the vocational -interest test and
on interviews with 2000 balding male subjects.
majors go on to law school ; now that's the male
Says Cathcart: (quote) "Beer has more effect on and psychology
this one is way to start thinking about a career. Also, we hope
students, It would be a gross oversimplification to say that
hair loss than anything else you can consume."
to do m ore and more with vocational interest seminars and
Cathcart reports he nas seen. more balding 19- to our female students were reconciled to the traditional role
to
bring to fhe vcarhpus alumni who are doing various sorts
20-year-olds in recent months than ever before; he
that a college education makes them cultivated women arid
of
things.
In short, I think we have to do a lot more at Colby with
says th at this epidemic in hairless can be explained by there after it's the hitches and the kiddies. I heard cultured
regard
to
assisting
the student to perceive as realistically as possible
the fact that teen-agers tod ay commonly consume a
women twenty years ago, when asked what they were going
quart or two of their favorite ale each day on a "pub
the
opportunities
for
careers in the broadest sense.. I feel that
¦
to do after graduation say, "Well, I'm getting married right after
'
dat e".
in much the same way I am
concerned
many people are
graduation and I'm just going to be a housewife." Even 1
about directing students to see what the choices are, rather
felt that this was a bit much ; perhaps I regretted the use of
than to direct them to make particular choices.
the word "just".
The curriculum and offerings such as the January program,
But the situation has changed now. The jobs rused
the exchange opportunities, and field experience are all aimed
to be plentiful and much more attractive than they are today.
at enlarging the students experience. Th rough such a liberal am
It h ad to happen sooner or later.
But then we really didn 't raise many questions on specific
arts program, we feel that broader range of experience will
A two-year study at Longwood College in Vir- career education. When one spoke in sort of idealbgical
not only benefit the student personally, but will a1.-© help him to
ginia has fou nd that television sets are on the verge
one
spoke
terms
about
the
value
of
a
liberal
arts
education,
cope with the kinds of decisions he willlater be forced to
of becoming more popular with young children than
, generalized attributes such as discriminating
of
rather
abstract
make.
As I've already suggested, part of the problem, with a
their own fathers.
'
judgement and a rational capacity to confront problems and
liberal
arts
education is what to in clude in the curriculum, but
Psychologist Doctor Jung Bay Ra reports he
solve them. Also, there was a traditional eontent to athe conception which I feel is developing now is one where
aske d groups of children aged four to six the quesliberal arts education, the notion of a Received culture" as it was
we're talking about a range of courses which, in fact , would
tion (quote) "Which do you like better, T, V. or Dad oftentimes called;you read Shakespeare amd the classics,
have a certain kind of relevance, not just in the narrow sense of a
dy?"
and you had some feeling for the methodology and scope
career, but to the student's life as a whole.
psychologists
say
that
44%
of
the
children
The
of the natural sciences and some of the issues which concerned
chose
the
tube
over
their
own
fathers,
questioned
people in history, government and sociology. In other words , you
¦m m **^^ F**lP
while 56% favored Daddy. Dr. Ra says only 20% of
uH!p'* j
*l^<F ^uK_ *-_pa JVL 'o *'*
^
had an idea about the way that man has analyzed, understood
the children chose television over their mothers.
and attempted to deal with his world. This was done in terms .
of a curriculum that had a much larger proportion of things
C_X_X_X2
which everyone deemed important th an today;the range of requ irements were mu ch larger and since then we've reduced to
fewer required courses. Today, however ,we have a lack of conw
40 Elm St.
r
A survey conducted by the London School of
sensus about what in the intellectual world is worth knowing.
g72.6m
||
Economics has found that by the time the typical
Herein lies another porblem with the liberal arts. What do you
1
ORDERS TO TAKE OUT
boy in Lon don leaves school , he will have committed give them? Obviously , it is oftentimes claimed that the traditional
[¦ ¦***» •
I mporte d Cheese
100 thefts.
conventional liberal arts categories don't carry the relevance
i
talian-D
ugmood
M
.
I
8cHam
The study of 1425 boys found that, contrary
for the agon y of contemporary life, So you can see that
I Tum i? Roast Beef
Ice
ave
its
Cubes
- Beer-Ale
the liberal arts d^es h
problems.
to popular my ths, television .viewing an d broken or
Sandwiches
\
wine
Nonetheless, I have a feeling that we don 't have a
poverty stricken homes had nothing to do with why
the School boys were thieves, The School of Econo- very good substitute for the liberal, arts. One way to look at
r.i&Sat
!
\ Sun - 7b urs.
the situation is to ask what kind of outcome that one hopes
mics reports that most of the youths surveyed said
\8 .-30 ~ 11,00
8:30- 12:00
j
they stole because they believed the police would not for from hi gher education. The benefits of the traditional
'<
_S7N-N-5_ !N_V_^__V_\I>£V;'4!* ' __. -._ M.N_*N_*N_^_^i^_«k_>A w_^_ik--__
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X
cat c.lt them and (quote) 'for fun and excitement."
liberal arts as we previously said, had to do with the development
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[ Happy Hours
-

22

Every SUN thru THURS
DRINKS & DRAFTS ttprice
7-9 PM

j

by Gordon
22 CONCERT-The Colby Band directed
and contempoBowie in an evening of music ^traditiona l
rary composers — 8 p.m. — Given Auditorium

'

23

.

---
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i Silver StreetZJauern
I 2SltVERST^-WATER V1LU—S73-2277
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Pff RUN BILLIARD LOVNG ^
169 Main St

-

MON-SAT
v

j

9-12

SON

FILM - Emitae - 7:30 p.m. - Lovejoy 100-

1-12

1Palmer & Brunswick Sales & Servi ce I
!Tables Renovated
Cues Repaired j
|

FILM - The Passengers -A.V. Room, 3 p.m.

23 ORGAN RECITAL -A program by student m embers
of the Colby Chapter of the American Guild of Organists —
7:30 p.m. — Lorimer Chapel
»
24 DRAMA — Yerma — by Federico Garda Lorca; directed by Franrisco Perez, assistant professor of Spanish, Colby
presentation in Spanish — 5:30 p.m.— Roberts Loft.

LECTURE — "Our View of China at the Dawn of the

28 LECTURE/DEMONSTRATION-The Western Wind,
vocal sextet sperializingin the music of the Middle Ages, '
Renaissance, Baroque, and early America — 7 p7m. —
~~
Given Auditorium
29 COLBY MUSIC SERIES CONCERT -The Western
Wind,vocal sextet — 8 p.m. — Given Auditorium (admission
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FILM - The EastisR ed .- 9:30 pj n. Lovejoy 100

30 *-AN EVENING OF MUSIC AND WORDS - "Tall Tom
Teffers^n ."performed by students o'f Pleasant Street School,
Warervfaie. Directed by Ruth Nickerson. Colby Eigsit,
Colbyettes, and the Colby A Capdla Singers — 7 p.m. — Giium
ven Awjttor
#
EVENTS FOR.MAY 1976
Colby College _ •' _ . •
Bicentennial 1

1-2 BICENTENNIAL CONVOCATION - see
calender of Events"
3 SENIOR SCHOLAR PRESENTATION - "Art in Public
pfcwies," Shdby Moravec '76. Supported by a student
bicentennial grant — 4 p.m. - Given Auditorium.
Mille.,
:3
LECTURE - "Pragmatism iri American Art,"Will&m
professor of art, Colby - 7 p.m. - Lovejoy 100.

Atoj &» ffekW ic
Robert sUft

CONCERT — The Colby Brass Players performing
3
mudc from the 17th to 20th century - 8 p.m. - Lorimer
;
Chapd
'
FILM — Antonio Das Mortes — 9:30 p.m. —
3
Lovejoy 100

After the game
Drop in for a delicious
Vy>nff||
Q
C/ %aut Beef Sandwich or rHsza
-Dafwood

It *l i*ns

Groceri es

Takehut Service- - COLD-BEER open f illMidnight
Tel. 873-4372
•C7Water Street '

Bt k

^ I
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WAT -RVKXCOAKLW DEHT ON I.SB
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3—4 "*Dranra —. Samuel Becketts's Film and Krapp 's
Last Tape , directed by Peter Knowlton *7 7 - 9:30 p.m.
Rose Chapd .
4
FILM — The R ed Detachment of Women —
7:30 p.m.— Lovej oy 100
BIOLOGY SEMINAR - An illustrated lecture by Olin
4
Sewail Pettingall, Jr., naturalist and ornithologist,
and a showing of the film Another Penguin Summer 8 p.m. — Given Auditorium
5
LECTURE - "Mao as an Expression of the Chinese
Cultural Ethos," John Langlois, assistant professor
of history, Bowdoin College - 7 p.m. - Lovejoy 215.
SPEAKING CONTEST - The 41st Juhus and
5
Rachel Levine Prize Contest in extemporaneous
speaking devoted to "1976: Celebration of Disillusionment "
7:30 p.m. — Bixler 106A

RECITA L -A program presen ted b y students of the
6
music department — 8 p.m. — Given Auditorium
RECOGNITIONASSEMBLY — Patrick Brancaceio,
7
associate professor of English, Colby, will speak on
"Education and Revolution in Madagascar" — 7 p.m.
Given Auditorium
8 MONTGOMERY INTERSCHOLASTIC SPEAKING
CONTEST for hieh school students — 1p.m. —
Lovejoy Building
*DANCE PERFORMANCE - Gus Solomons Dance
Company, New York - 8 pm. -Wadsworth Gymnasium.
8

8

INDIAN DINNER . .

._ "£_ *____: "TAtlAMS
DACWO OOS- GftlNDCRS

9

FILM - Tagore - 4:00 p.m. - L100

. •ob q mt ***
A« CONDITIONED
TASU SERVIC E
CM M-- «r r-MWiMfc t

;

Open: 1lam-12pm except Son/Holidays 4-11
f

;

fB-rfVTM f

872-2400 '.tw

9 CONCERT - A program by Arthur Levering
'76, guitar; Deanne Herman *76, flute ;Add Heinrich,
college organist — 4 pm — Lorimer Chapel
*STUDENT ASSOCIATION FILM - West Side
9
Story 7 & 9:30 PM - Lovejoy 100

872-5622
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FILM - Tagore - 7:00 p.m. -L100
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14 *STUDENT ASSO CIATION FILM - The Fox
7 & 9:30 p.m. - Lovejoy 100

?¦

15 RECITAL - Peter Lobombarde '76, organist
2:30 p.m. - Lorimer Chapel
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OUT ING CLUB CALENDAR

of philoshophy and music, Colby — 7 p.m. - Leonard
Lounge

_______________________&
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HEARTIEST PLATE UTTOWth

i

29

.nwfiic"

borne of Maine sea food

27 LECTURE — ^'Gandhi and the Philosophy of Nonviolence,"Robert Reuman -Miller Library 208 B , 7 p.'m.

by subscription only)

1

isisinsF
m|
___*^__L

27 SEMINAR/LECTURE- "Spain: Its Perspective for
the Future/' Emilio Gonzalez, historian and scholar — ,
7:30 p.m. — Lovejoy 215

28

___

99 Main St.

-

I

15 *FILM — Hearts and Minds — 7 p.m. —
Lovejoy 100

26 LECTURE-"The Third World and The Capitalist
System,"Archibald Singham — Lovejoy 215, 4:15 p.m.

====== ¦***-=¦
------- ___» >»

.

in

13-15 *POWDER & WIG - A Little Night Music ;
music and lyrics by Stephan Sondheim. Directed by
John Mulcahy 76 - 8 p.m. - Waterville Opera House

26 LECTURE — "Two Centuries of American Biology,"
Thomas Easton, assodate professor of biology, Colby —
7 p.m. — Robins & Smith Rooms, Roberts Union

.

u &V9ryf h m g

Eliot," Neil
10 MELLON LECTURE- "George
^- .
Hertz , professor of English, Cornell University
8:15 p.m. - Lovejoy 215

- 9=30 p.m
12 'STUDENT ASSOCIATION FILM - Loltta
Lovejoy 100

People 's Republic,"Robert and Doroth y Reuman, professors

CT ^ tl^*
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Amer ica ," Thomas
10 LECTURE - "Civil Religion in
and religion ,
Longstaff , assistant professor of philosophy
Roberts Union.
Colby - 7 p.m. -Robins & Smith Rooms,

25

_2

_C

, performing music
RECITAL - Paige Tyson '76, soprano
9
Gillespie,
by Handel, Brahms and Rossini. J ames
Auditorium
accompanist - 7:30 p.m. - Given

12 POETRY READING - Dale-Marie Crooks '76
4 p.m. — Hurd Room, Roberts Union

25 CONCERT - The Colby Glee Club and Waterville
CommunityChorus directed by Paul Machlin with Donna
Teffrey, soprano, join the Colby Community Symphony
Orchestra directed by Harry Dunscombe in a performance
of music by Franck, Verdi and Wagner — 8 p.m. — Lorimer
Chapel

kl Corey

;

11

-

|
Mosic Center I

25 LOUISE COBURN READING CONTEST - 3p.m. Museum of Art
FILM -APU III, World of APU - Lovejoy 100,4 p.m

¦

!-¦

White water canoe trip on the Saco River.
Leader Jon Reisman.
. " \ ''
April 30-May 1 Woodsmans Competition at UNH
'
May 8-9
. Spring Carnival
Canoe races, orienteering race, Square
¦) .
Dance? Watch for times and locations.
Day hike at Tumbledown.. Leader Ros
May 15
Fleischman
May l
Rock Climbing Clinic at Acadia. Contact /
'
Lin Wallach .
April 24-25

Summer Rentals
The Outing Club will have summer rentals again this
summer, but only on certain items. Because of lack of furids,
G.O.O.T. is relying heavily on Outing Club equipment for their .
pre-Freshman trips.; To avoid damage or loss of equipment :
•
. (happens'.every summer) needed'for the six freshman trips
b efore school, the Outing Club will not be renting out the desired items. This means there will be no tents, stoves,
sleeping bags, bike packs, or Mnoes for rental. E qui pment •
that wul be available includes rock dimbing gear, back packs,
day packs, snpwshoes, and skiis. There will be fu rther announ cements on when rentals will t^jj e place.
EXHIBITIONS
Museum of Art (Hours : Monday through Saturday
10-12 and 1-4:30 ; Sunday 2-4:30)

Fabulous Antipssto $_Uds, Grinders.Rivioli
DeliciousStetks, Lasagna, Manicoti . ,.
BEST LIQUOR SELECTION IN MAINE
f oodand drinks
very reasonable p rices
Orders to Git

¦

f

873-3791

HOME COOKING •
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You Know Whose Pub

I

Sun - Pepperoni Pizza

$1.75

j

Mon - Pub Burger

$1.25 ,

This convocation is being held with the cooperation
of Thomas and Unity colleges, Oak Grove-Coburn, and the
school systems of Waterville and surrounding communities.
APRIL 30 Friday, 4 pm - 10 pm
Fieldhouse

Exhibitions. - "Educati on Evolution '76," on history

and education prepared by area schoools and colleges.
7 pm.
Given Auditorium
An evening of music and words: "Tall Tom Jefferson/' per
form ed by students of Pleasant Street School , Waterville.
Directed by Ruth Nickerson. Also performing, the Colby
Eight, Colbyettes and the A Capella Singers.
MAY 1

Satu rday, 9 am - 4 pm.
Given Auditorium
Exhibitions continue
..- 10 am - noon and 2 pm - 4 pm.
Lovejoy Building

Panel Discu ssions: on top ics in educati on. Coordinator:

Harold Jacobson, associate professor of education, Colb y
"Career Education," 10 am., Lovejoy 215
"Alternatives Within the Public Schools and Outside," 10 am., Lovejoy 106
^'E nvironmental Education," 10 am., Lovejoy 100
"'Individualized Learning," 2 pm., Lovejoy 215
"Humanizing Education ," 2 pm., Lovejoy 106
"Accountability," 2 pm., Lovejoy 100

4 to 8 p.m.
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Tues - Monte Cristo Sandwich $1.50

§

j

Wed - Ham and Cheese Sandwich !$1.60

1

j

Thurs - Bottomless Salad Bowl $1.50 ,

I

.
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BICENTENNIAL CONVOCATION
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APRIL/30-MAY 2
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Art Rental Gallery — Animals in Art — prints and
sculpture. Through June 15.

'' 1¦'

}" • - ^j^^Ouf^^ v 7\
3mm mm *
I
I

Paintings by Liza Fonei/, prize winning artist. April
26 through May 11.

Cummings Family Collection, and exhibition in memory
of Willard W. Cummings, co-founder of the Skowhegan .
School of Painting and Sculpture. May 11 through June 15.

" " __f ' -':

BtitHHiiitin imij If ^

Evening Dinner Specials

¦
Recent Acquisitions, including selections from the American
Indian Collection given by William J. Pollack, 1.921,
and the Winslow Homer Graphic Collection given by
Lee Fernandez, 1955. May 11 through June 15.
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American Portraits , 18th Century, from the Museum's Permanent
Collection. Through May 5.

30
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Senior Exhibitions: Paintings by Lindsay Huntington '76 and
Shelby Moravec 76. Sculpture by Paul Casto '76,
/
James Daigneau '76, Jonathan Davis '76, Michael Halsey
'76 and Elizabeth Moberg '76. May 13-19; May 23-

'¦>
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Fri - Steak Sandwich

j.
;

Sat - Soup 'n Sandwich Add; $.25 to the
price of a lA or whole sandwich

j
J

$1.75

\

jI;
I

!
'|
All Specials include co^fee i tea or a draft beer
f or $.05. '
. 1

Given Auditonum
Address-, by Patrick E. McCarthy, Chancellor, Universi ty
of Maine . Selections by the Thomas College Glee Club, di-l
rected by Marie Deeb. 8 pm.
~
. .. . ¦ ¦
MAY 2 Sunday, 11 am.
Lorimer Chapd
Morning Worship: Sermon: "Some Detours on the Road
to Freedom ," Rober t Hand y, professor of church history;
Union Theological Seminary. .
2 pm.
Given Auditorium
D iscussion: "Religion in the Young Republic ; Hopes,
Realities, Consequences." Panel presentation by Professor
Robert Handy,Arthur Kingdon , assistant professor of sociology, Colby; Dawn Gherman, assistant professor of English, Colby; and J. Fraser Cocks III, special collections librarian, Colby.
4:30 pm.
!
Lorimer Chapel
Concert : The Colby Glee Club, conducted by Faul Machlin,
will present a program of Amer ican rnusic featurin g '.'In
the Beginning... "'b y Aaron Copland.
« pm.,
Wadsworth Gymnasium
*^
in ** Bice»
***
^enn\ Ty2^Jloh^r •?
Kemeny»
President,
Dartmouth
Col
W L C l thC
L Colb
^— ity Band, directed by
cSdon Bol
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THE
WEEK
IN
SPORT S
BASEBALL

Lacro sse
Team W i n s 15-4

-Evan Katz

Going into Tuesday 's game against UNH the varsity
—Clay Turner
baseball team 's record stood at 4—4. Last week the Mules
its first home
played
lacrosse
team
The varsity
won two of four road games.
formed
varsity team
game Saturday agains t the newly
At BOSTO N COLLEGE last Wednesday Colby
inexperienced
letely
from U. Maine at Orono. Not comp
beat the Eagles 6—2. The game was tied 2—2 after six '
since lacrosse used to be a club sport at Orono , the
innings but J im Hayes , who had doubled , scored on an visitor
s staye d even with the Mules for the first quarter ,
erro r in the seventh to put the Mules in front by one. "
'
1
1
.
. - ' . .'
Colb y scored three insurance runs in the eighth. Hayes '
But during that quarter , in which M ain e scored
second dou ble brought home Bob Clarke and Phil Mcfirst , the Colby team played a primaril y physical game.
Carthy stroked a two but double, one of his three hits ,
(photo by Peter Secor)
The ball stayed mostly on the ground , and both
to drive Hayes and Paul Spillane across the plate.
teams proved equal at kicking it and each other in
Rich Oparowski turned in his second comp lete game
their
lack of patience. . '•
and earned his second win. He gave up four hits, struck
After Ron Clement's goal and the period change,
out nine and walked six.
when
Coach
Bob Ewell probabl y advised his team to
At BRANDEIS the Mules ' bat s were silen ced. They
—Steve
Culver
alter thdr style of play, the superi ority of the hom e
mustered seven hits which produced just one run and
team showed itself. The shots that had just missed
lost to the J ud ges 5—1. Colby starter Tom Whittier was charged
Th e Colby Ruggers met the Univer sity of Maine Black .. in the first period began to score in the second , when
with all five Brandds runs. A double in the sixth off him
Bears in a head to head confronta tion . The outcome was rhuch Colby tallied dght goals to Maine 's one.
and a single off reliever Bob Ke efe in the seventh produced
better than last Saturda y
Ron Clement scored his second goal at the
four runs. The other run scored on an erro r. M cCarthy
start ofthe perio d and went on to score , another. ..
scored on Chuck Murray 's ninth inning tri ple for the
The Colb y Ruggers met the Universit y of Maine Black
Dave Cross was the leading scorer , with four goals
Colby run.
Bears in a head-to-hea d confrontation last Saturday. The
and two assists. Other contrib utor ;?were Dave Raymond ,
The highlight of the game however was not even
outcome -was much better than expected. The A-team lost
one
goal and three assists. Aub rey Moore and J im Phillips
notice d until Saturday. Paul Spillane 's leg and Murray 's
;n a very dose contest by a 3-0 mar gin while the B-team pulled
had
two
goals ap iece. Gil Pitcaim , Mark Weatherl y and
torso appeared in pictures in the Bosto n Globe where
i surprise 6-3 victory.
the
surprise
Mike Boldu c each got one.
Brandeis players were the main attraction .
The A game was a hard fought contest with the onl y
The second half saw more good play, with Charlie
At TUFTS on Saturday, Colby lost the first game
points being scored on a penalty kick in the first half. The
Burch a stan
of a doubleheader on an unea rned run 6—5. Tuft s scored
team played excellen t defense. Durin g the first half U Ma ine B obson at dout on defense. Oh Saturday the team faces
home in what promises to be a contest
,
their sixth run of the game when Marty Fisher singled to Jeadof made several deep penetrations into Colby territor y but hoth
rivaling
the
¦
soccor
games
held
with
that
college.
the fifth and went to second on a walk by Keefe. Keefe the scru m and back s played tough and stopped U.M.O. short
*»
then overthrew second in an attem pted pickoff and
of the goal line.
centerfielder Hayes overt hrew third when trying to get
The play in the scru m was tough and although they
the advancing Fisher. Fisher scored on Hayes' error.
were greatl y outweighed , they managed to hold their own. The
Rene Martinez had started for Colby but was
backs moved the ball bett er than they have all season and there
removed in the third in the midst of a two run Tufts
were very few missed tack les as both the backs and the scrum
uprising. Two run homers by M cCarthy and Doug
'
hit hard. The contact was good and clean as compared to
Lewing composed the bulk of the Mule offense.
<
Behind 7-4 in the sixth inning of the second game Colby
scored seven times to go ahead of Tufts 11-7, and win by a
Another factor in the game was the heat. Neither
final score of 11-8. The key hit of that inning was the grand
team was used to play ing in such warm weather and it
slam by McCarth y which broke a 7-7 tie. Bob Clarke and
showed on the players. The heat also forced an impromptu
Bain Pollard each had two run singles in the game to add
swim in J ohnson Pond after the game, besides being the
to the attack as the Mules pounded Tufts pitcher s for
major reason for the rather hast y consumption of two kegs of
ten hits and brought the team batting average up to .280.
beer by the two teams and the spectators.
This weekend the Mules will have a game with U of
• The players who really turned in top performances were
Hartford and two with Nichols College. Coach Covell hopes
Gary Dcvoe, Gerr y Teeven , Ronnie Debouis, Bobb y Anderthat several n agging problems can be cleared up, and that the son, Dave "Fr om California ", and Bob Bourne. Essentiall y,
..
---,, , „ , ,
*____ —
--<IMII III<jmii„
J
.«_»»»«»
(ph oto by P eter Secor)
Mules can play sound fundamental baseball in preparation
the A game was the best team effort put together by Colb y
for next Wednesday 's home game against Maine . Base
Rugby in a long tim e.
a
nd
a
l
ac
k
of
defense
in
the
infield,
running mistak es,
If the A team looked strong , th e B team looked even
solid pitching seem for the most part to be the areas which
str onger as they beat the Black Bears by a score of 6-3 when
need correction ,
Al Pelatcase , a new member of the team , made a great run
After three days of well-run match es, Colby's
On the positive side catchers Guidotti and Spillane
in th e second half to score. The score was set up by a ki ck
Intr amural squash champion was determined. Before a
are coming around . Guidotti had two hits and an RBI against from R.P. Higgins who had several nice boots in the game.
galler y of tw<?-, Chris Morrisse y uoende d I
standing-room-only
Tufts. And the duo threw out fou r baserunners in last week's The B team was then able to hold U. of Maine to only a penUnderbill
*
15-13,
15-9,
and 15.--6. The turning point of trP 7
games. Hayes has a .571 on base percentag e (6 hits , 13
alty kick and insure Colb y 's first victory of the year. Nick
match came early when , with Morrisse y leadin g 8-7 in ' ' ' "
walks , and 1 HBP in 35 plat ^ appearances. McCarth y is
'the first game, th e ball developed an ulceration and was re- .
Jan s and "Babe " Perilli played very well in the second game.
hitting .421 (8 f or 19) with a double , two h omers , and 8
This Saturda y the Rugby team travels down to Bowdoini placed with a doubles ball. The added bounce of this ball
RBI' s. Keefe has been fairly effective in relief.
for a match. Coming off the strong showing of this weekend , was exploited by Morriss ey.as he went on tip. over power his
Mule Kicks .' W ednesday 's game against Maine
Colby has a chance to win their first A team game and to mak •*¦ opponent and roommate . By verdict of fielding both
' ¦
star ts at 3PM...Oparowski held BC hitters Remillard and
it two in a row for the B team,
finalists, DKE crept upward in the race for the coveted
Songin , who were hitting .442 combined (23 for 52), to one hit
Again , the team wishes to thank all the fans who showeci "Alden Cecil Sprague Award ,"
;
in seven tri ps..,J err y Skinder is takin g J oe Stella 's spot
up to cheer th em oni. For th ose of you who find the game
O
nce
again
,
thanks
to
Ben
Thorndike
for
a
jol/well
on the pitching staff. Stella 's arm has been too sore for
really fascinating, or more likely, just wan t to get off campus done and congratulations to all those ; who entered and V
him to pitch... Despite ten errors at shortstop .Chris Webber is why not come arid see Colby battle Bowdoin
at Bowdoin
com peted in this year 's tourney , Now, if all intramural
hitting .360 (9 for 25)...Coach Covell feels that the
'
College, in beautiful downtown Brunswick this Saturda y .
sports were run as smoothly..
Mules should have swept the dou bleheader from Tufts.
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CLARK BARKS
—Andrew Dennison

-Neal Welch

BURNING
TR A CKS TERS
—Stephen Church
The few Colby sportsfan s who managed to make their
way down to'the Waterville High track last Satu rday were
treated to a meet which had everything: superb performances,
tension, and sun. Most important, though, the scrappy Mules
f/ught their way to a 78-76 victory over a favored Worcester
t-iytech squad.
The meet remained undecided until the last leg of
the last event; the mile relay. Since whoever won the relay
the perimeter
I would wm the meet, both teams spread around
| of the infield to cheer on their teammates while the pressure
on the performers built. The race developed into one of the
best competitive 'relays possible as the lead changed hands
three tirnes; the WPI lead-off man pulled out to an early
lead at the 220 mark , but a strong Doug Giron battled back to
give the Mules the advantage at the end of the first leg. John
Loriglev, the recipient of the baton that Girori delivered,
ran a gutsy 440 as the 880 and the heat had drained his strength.
Loiigley s opponent caught "and passed him coming out of the
second turn to give WPI the lead at the mid-point ot tne
rice. Then Dave Christophe.showed himself to be the quality
runner that he is when.ne went after the.leader and made
up a ten-yard deficit and the meet came down to Bill Getchell :
even ujp against the WPI anchorman. Getchell took him going
away to set a new sch ooTrecord of 3:26.2. The rest of the"
<Mby.squad; who had been yelling as loud as they could,
sprinted to the finish in .a movie-like scene of jubilation ^ .
This was a meet which involved the whole squad because every point counted and was hotly contested. The
best performers did what was expected of "them bu t it was the
un suhg performers, who tougni tor seconds and thirds, who
showed the spirit on the team. Some of these people did not
place but they established their best times in their events:
Bob Korby and Joe Piatczyc lowered th eir times in the 880
b y 5 seconds apiece: Peter Dragone ran a respectable 55.U
i n his first 440 ever , Bill O'Donnell lowered his 3-mile time
by 33 seconds, and Randy Papadellis significantly lowered
his 220 time. Among the fighters who placed were Jeff Bernard
second in the pole vault, Russ Lqdi , third in the long jump,
Kevin Murphy , second in the long jump and third in the high
jump an d Eric Weeks , third in the shot put; Tom Silverman
ana bandy- VV elte. also got seconds while Steve Church picked
up two tHirds iri the hurdle events and "Babe" Ru th captured third in the hammer.
^,. Thoy gh the. squad could not have won with out the
l-Vrit and points of the aforementioned, nothing can detract
from the good performaj ices turned in by the top performers
on potn teams. Rick Healev continued his winning wavs in
the hammer with a personal best of 169-8 while also contri.b-uting a second and third. Ron Paret vaulted a good height
of 13-6 to win the pole vault after having also won the j avelin';
Bill Getchell , coming off an injury, ran a good time ot 51.5
to win the 440. The others who garnered winning points
for the Mules were Dave Christie, firs t in the hi gh jump, Rob
Richardson , first in the 100, 200, airid .tri ple jump ,;John •
Lon gley . second in the 880, and Eri Groothoff , second '
behind Briggs of WPI in the mile with a good 4:25.5.
<•; Again, Golbyfans failed to, take advantage of a chance
to/see good competition while the track team was on its way
to an upset victory to even its record at 1-1. A young squad
f aced a tough meet for the first time and excelled while
gainin g thd type of experience that comes only th rough
eatccf competition and pressure, Cbaicrr Paul Dulac was '• '¦' '
very, pleased by his team's performance and looks forward
ttwmore of the same as the squad goes on the road this " '
week for a.mcet against Jj ow.doin and Amherst at Amherst.
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SOMETHING'S ^M^7:-jM
'\ ^7

*************************************

After reading the Boston Globe 's analy sis of the Bobby
Orr situation, I must admit that I've been a bit hard on the
guy. He is getting a raw. deal — I hope he never leaves Boston, but if he does', he can take Alan Eagles on with him ,
thank you.

TI M E S

S P O R TI N G

*************************************

Answers to last week's Quizi Jay Dworkin : Colby
high-scoring guard graduated in 1970. Joe Geshue: NBA
referee. Billy Goodman: former Red Sox utility infielder.
Doug Williams: Colby veteran, played defensive tackle for
the great 1972 team that went 7-1. Fair Hooker: former
NFL wide receiver for the Cleveland Browns. John and
Peter Joseph: I don't know about the former but the latter
has the finest stanking jumpshot in Maine. Zeno Colo:
former Italian Olympic Downhill Ski champion.
This week: Vassar Clemens, Vic Gatto, Lefty Driesell,
Rand y Jones, Johnny Logan, and Gerry Boyle.

Varisty Baseball
ril
24th
- U. HARTFORD (A) 12:30
Ap
(A) 1:00
April 25th - NICHOLS
(H)
3 :00
April 28th-MAINE
Varsity Tennis . . . . •
(A)
1:00
April 24th-UMPG
2:00
April 27th-BOWDOIN
- (H)
April 29th — May 2 — New Englands at Amherst

(A) -

.
Varsity Golf '
12:30
(A)
at
BENTLEY
BABSON
23rd
April
April 27th - CBB at LEWISTON . .(A) : , 11:4 5
Varsity Track .
April 24th-BOWDOIN AT AMHER ST
AprU 28th - BATES INVITATIONAL
- Varsity Lacrosse
April 24th - BABSON
April 29th - PLYMOUTH

(A) 1:00
(A) 3 t00

(H)

.

^,
':

DR OP TROV
from NAVIGATOR (JacksonyMe University) .' .
What was bujlt up to be an action-packed contest
between the Dolphins and former coach Bob Gottlieb
never turned out.that , way.. Ina , rather dismal; display '
of college basketball, J U ms.tter-pf;factly sent Gottlieb
and his UWM Panthers bapk to, Milwaukee .with a 58-53 setb ack.
Perhaps tlje highli ght pf the -eyening was the loudly
applauded appearance of Marty Gross in^the lineup with
35 seconds left. The junior ,reservcrwaS:.iS.Q,excited about
his rare opportunity to play that h e took off not only his warmup pants, but his basketball shorts as well. .
¦
'¦: ¦ ¦ ' '¦ ¦ ¦' J *

2 ,00
3:00

(H)
(A)

J V Baseball
April 24th - CONY HS (2)
April 26th _
A1AINE .

*.

12:00

; BiiJohns]
KCNNEPY MEMORIAL DWltf
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OVER ^OWGRMATIOrJAL SUPER ;7i_} 7J^___ W
I
.SHOWS
STARS INCLUDING: KIM POPE,
J
li M
B
| i^H 7:1B & I
DARBY LLOY D RAINS. JENNIFER^ *ff Hp_;l
' -- W5 A __2I____I 0:00
JORDAN , ERIC EDWARDS, BOB
WMmWBmW
STEVEN&.MARLOW PBHQUSON..,
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Beer Wine. Spda , . , r .
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64 oz. Pepsi '$.73: . ¦- .*,-. •.•
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Cott Tonic Water
Qts.,^75 ¦",.
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Orange Spot $ Club Soda
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Canad a Dry ' Ginger Ale !

UPPER MAIN STREET— 872-BB56
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DOWN AT DUNKIN'S
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Tommy) would be a lot easier for everyone to manage.
That's all we need is to add cutthroat tactics to the vernal
R enaissance we are in the mid st of. Play the games one at a
time, like every manager in the major leagues has said at least
one hundred times. That's what intramurals are for; let us
lepers out there to 'enjoy* that thrill of victory and the agony
of defeat , however tempered by dropped pop flies, overrun b ases, and passed balls.

¦
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Writing sports articles is really diff icult this time of
year. What with the fish a-jumpinr and the pop.flies poppin.
'"""'¦
M ~
v
But I suppose...
No one, I mean absolutely no one, is cornplaining
about playing Softball three times a week. At least that is
the situation in the A league, which hy the way included
two of those free-thinking Independent teams to its schedule.
I've talked to a few of the participants and they all promise,
they won't keep the Sprague Award after they win it.. . and
anyway, who is Sprague? Is this award really necessary? Isn't
it possible to run an intramural program without incentive
^
or rewards? Who needs more incentive than this goddamned
weather? If it weren't for that trophy, IFL (oh excuse me,

Colby 's only j -iatch of di e-day. FreshmenrAndy
Huber and Neal Welch lost both thdr matches as did
Bill Younker, Mike Yeager and Bob Mac Caughy in
what must be considered a lackluster performance by
-./the Mules. ' .
. i
The Mule golfer, were a little rusty as was
evidenced by the woods and the streams which seemed
to attract many x>f their shots. Although frustration
reigned, occasionally sortie good golf was turned in
by all the Colby,linksrnaiiiv Hopefull y, the team will
¦
smooth out their strokes as they prepare for their 'match^^ agair-Jt Babson atlBeihtley on April 23, arid
also for the Cqlby-Bates-Bpwdoin tournament in
;
Lewistoin oh the 27th;> ¦
This Friday, the Colby,Golf Team traveled to
Mt. Pleasant Golf flub in Lowell, Massachusetts to
take on the Universityof Lowell and Tufts in a tri—
match. This was the first1 outing of the year for the s
Colby golfers, and although the course wasn't particularly tough, the greens were rough and Colby had
trouble finding the hole. Tufts knocked off Golby
6-1 while Lowell shut out the Mules 7-0.
Chris Marco, in.the number one position,
started slowly but came on strong to-fire a 37 in a
losing effort. Bob Eaton , playing number two, won
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R E F L E C T I O NS ON
U A 1V
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-Chas Cowing
"
^' i •

The Colby Dancers stepped out this past weekend in
a performance that was as vital and varied as it was reassuringly competent. The logical result of a twice-weekly
dance course geared toward fulfilling physical education requirements would have been a half-h earted attempt and a
faltering show. Instead, due largely to the considerable energies of Tina Mitchell, the class was integrated into a larger.
program, spawning the more sophisticated dance troupe.
This group, meeting four times per week, had more of a
chance to learn and rehearse routines together, time which
p aid of f in a clean, smoothly-running con cert.
The first number , "You 'll Know When You Get There,
choreogra ph ed by Sue Roh m , immediately pointed up two
general criticisms of the show as a whole: first, and most
distracting, was the divergence of dance styles in individual
ensembles. It is, to say the least, distracting to see, in the
repetition of a pose b y the three members of an ensemble,
two flexed feet and an exquisitely pointed toe (oh , for a
(photo by Geoff Parke r)
"B;Y.0.B." - cboreographed by Mindy. Silverstein mirror on the wall.. .). Unfortunately, this essentially mir
nor factor cropped up again and again. Secondly, it is grantWhat seems to be the purest ensemble statement of
ed that a dancer speaks with the body, but certainly the face the night is "End of Tran scendence " by
Barber.
must reinforce the m essage of the body. The Colb y d ancers Kept in a single dance id iom , M s. Barber Jenny
Barbara Harias is very good as the funky, sex- ,
paces
the
m ove"
must continually keep in mind that their faces too belong
lungry
s-piritualist. She is very coy and weird, wh i ch
ments carefully to Towner's Scarus and uses leitmotif
to their bodies and must reflect the statement made by the ideas subtly.and well.
makes her role that much harder to play. Dern and Hams
' ;'•
rest of their limbs.
provide the humoi of the movie in contrast to-Xaren
Ms. Schleiger performed "Held Next", once again fil' , -.,.
Black a n d William Dev an e 's menacing hu sband-wife
ling the stage area with her swady, consistent and unfaltering
criminal team. They are not complementary; but I think ^
grace which defie s com plaint.
that
they really aren 't meant to be. There is not much
"Fro zen :Smoke ", by Ms. Rohn, on the other hand,
depth
to- Black's and De vane 's characterization , for they
seems perhaps too stead y. The pacing appeared too consisare
the
black side of the m ovie and remain justifiably
tent and allowed the spectator to be lulled by the dreamlike
removed.
They kidnap dignitaries for ransom of precious .
lighting and costuming, rather than be excited and involved
jewels, which adds to the overall complication of the
in the piece.
movie, As these two couples slowly work their way
Alth ough it is not the purpose of this review to bestow
toward a confrontation , the intrigue becomes centered
individual credit, several members of the cast deserve special
on
their inevitable clash.
not
ice: Sue Rohn and'Mindy Silverstein for their precision
I won 't spoil the mystery, but suffice it to isay
and exactitude; Jen Barber and Gayle Pellegrini for the conthat yoit won't be disappointed by Hitchcock's manitrol of their material ; and Jody Hotchkiss and Nancy Klumpp
pulation of the action. The Family P lot is a night's
for their strong presence and smooth grace on stage.
worth
of suspense and entertainment ,j so grab yourself a
It is frustrating to note that the two major criticisms
box of M & M's and munch your way through it. Also ,
of the show might have been averted by the addition of a
look for the master himself as he makes his shadowy .
mirror to the rehearsal area, a standard item in a well-equipped
dance stu dio), but once again the Colby "Make-Do" spirit
presence felt.
has provided the community with a well-run production.that
demonstrates Colby's competence and eagerness to enter the
"semi-pros" of the performing arts.
I
.
The Bad News Bears
>
Guest p erformer J an Schleiger.
7(photo by Geoff Parker)
The guest performer, Jan Schleiger, took the stage
next for her piece, "How 'Bout This?" or "Expectations of
a Guest." The Colby group would do well to examine closely Ms. Schleiger's, suspension*, her fashion of lifting her ribcage out of her hips and yet keeping her feet firmly and au*thoritatively on the ground; this also adds considerably to
the feeling of confidence and grace that Ms. Schleiger exudes
on stage.
Next was "Elan Vital", choreographed by Ms. Mitchell
This is the one spot in the program where the question of
mixed dance idioms was not*aprobiem onstage. One has
the feeling that, because of (the-iW^rk's. TLastern.basis, the entire group was thrust into new territory and differences in
previous training did not pro-vide the same distraction as
elsewhere in the program. Ms. M itchell, no Eastern choreographer, as the lighter , bouncier passages show, has paced the
Eastern dignity with Western grace effectively/¦ and pro'"' '' !• '..". "
duced a well-balanced p iece.
"B.Y.p.B.^, Mindy Silverstein's piece, was b ig and fun ;
to become more specific is to defeat the central drift of this
iinaginative, ''life goes on " piecft So I won't,
"Easy Energy", by Mary Easier , opens after th e second
intermissipn. This is a subtle and "delicate piece and consef ,,
quently particularly subject to differences of style and form;
Ms. Busier has effectively titilized Keith Jarrct's steady, v
exhilarrythmic energy to carry¦¦ the routine smoothly¦¦ ¦ and
¦' ' '"' mm' - ":^- - '7" 7-<< ¦• ¦'.¦'¦
atingly through. ;
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For starters this is an adult movie about ldds arid ,
parents, but mostly about kids playing baseball. It 's you,
it's me, and we're all out there playing ball. The only
difference is th at my coach never drank boilermakers
on th e bench and my friends didn 't h ave the balls to
swear at the umpire.
*
I don t like to repeat good lines th at I hear in a
movte, because I think that the audience has a right not to
have _t spoiled. vSo, I'll just try and recreate the tone of
—In the Dark—
the fUm; Walter Matthau gives rgreat performance as O
an cx-semi-pro ballplayer hired to coach a bunch of
inept humpties. The kids are the stars, however, a fact ,
that adlows Tatum O'Neil to blend in like most stars never
-H. Bothfeld
seem able to do.
Family Plo t
The team at first is lousy and beyond hope, so the
coach lures an ace girl pitcher out of retirement. With her
Buy yourself something to suck on when you go
and other additions the team catches fire and* finds itself
to see this m ovie. It 's a mystery flick in the tradition of
in
the championship finals. Everything you ever hated
. ( Hitchcock, but not as gut wrenching as his earlier m ovies
about over zealous parents is incorporated in the
The Birds and Psychol You'll have fun , tax your mind,
climactical final game. It is especially gratifying to sec
bite your 'nails and laugh a"bit as you watch the tale unthese overbearing parents finally get their due. .,' .''¦
fold, Hitchcock has given us an almost perfectly balanced
But essentially this movie is about die-Jiard, paincomedy - mystery.
in-the-ass, piinky eleven- and twelve-year-olds who have
His humor is light, fast, and witty, which counters
the balls to say and act like; they feel. The action is real
andblends with Hitchcock's own special form of
and
th e lan guage, if a bit overdone, is excellent.
[7 ,
1
devilish intrigue. The plot has two couples working
You'll find an abundance of gems that you wished you'd
unknowingly against each other. Bruce Dern, (who Jack
said to that one frigg in coach who always pissed you
Nicholson calls his only real competition ), an d Bar bara Karros off. I'm not a girl, but I'm sure all of
you who thought
are perfe ctly matched as cab driver - unemployed actor and
'Aat t-he bbys-w/eireji bunch of gi^ets w 5th lu&'tftn #$e
mystical spiritualist, Combining the talents of their respective
prof essions they seekto fin d the bastard nephew of A wealthy Will g«t a kick out of tatum (she isn't precocious) and
the rest of the team.
aunt. At one point Dern poses as a lawyer to track a
"The Bad News Bear*" is a good time, so don 't
lead down, only to.be seen through by.his suspect. <
think, of Disney and the FamiW JicwAnmak y thm^ :.
This one scene subtly shows Dern's acting capabilities, as he
a <; •bf a growp of tele lepers be&J.Jirituaiiy^n '!
-must
portray airout-of-workactor poorly impersonating
i
¦
¦
'
'
, - . ¦: . . .- , . .:. - ., ¦/ . '. ¦ crowd of your childhood days.
; la bigd ty la^ycfti .

Cinemas c op e *

A T THE
CIRCULATION
DESK

PASIPHAE

A novel, yet very old type of play is about to make
its debut at Colby. In a day when nostalgials enjoying tremendous success, the play Pasiphae should "be a welcome
—Dave Dane
'
drama.
Vaguely based on the Greek myth of Theseus and the " I needed a drin k, I needed a lot of insurance , I needed a
vacation, I needed a home in tbe country. What I had was~
Minotaur , Pasiphae portrays a different point of view, not
a coat , a hat, and a gun. Iput them on and went out ofthe
without different circumstances.
room."
Pasiphae was the wife of King Min os of Crete, who
'
% .
—Raymond Chandler
owned and operated Daedalus' famous labyrinth. The labyrinth contained an exciting surprise for its victims — the
There are perhaps twenty or so people here at Colby
Minotaur. Rather than tell the myth from Theseus' angle,
as many classicists have done,the drama unfolds from Pasi- who could write my column this week better than I, for I
_.
phae's point of view.
confess that until a month ago I had never read a detective
story in my life. It is a pity, for if I had, I would be better
Playing Pasiphae is Tina Mitchell, the campus dance
^
Erector.
King Minos is played by David Bourdelais, with
able to express my admiration for a writer I feel had real
his daughers, Ariadne and Phaedra played by Leslie Anne
ge_iius..In 1933, Raymond Chandler published his first detective story. Twenty years later, he published Tbe Long
King and Diane Palombo. Henry Ferguson plays the part
of Catreus, son to Mnos, and Richard Uchida takes the part Goodbye, which was to be the last story he published before
of Dinas the Chamberlain. Robert John plays Theseus. The his death in 195 9. Although he was a late starter (he was
play is directed by Rebecca Hushing.
4-5 in 1933), and although his production was not really
Admission is one dollar and if you don't care for plays outstanding (twenty-four short stories and seven short noat least come to watch voluptu ous slave girls serving free
vels), he built himself a reputation that stands unshaken torefreshm ents between acts, or enjoy the original music com- day. He was one of the two or three best detective story
posed by Marc Garcia. It promises to be an entertaining
writers that ever lived. And if it should seem implausable
evening.
that any writer should .gain such an overwhelmingly acknowPasiphae will be shown at Mary Low dining hall on
ledged literary reputation in such a short time, then I ask
April 23 and 24 at 7:00 and 9:00 p.m. and on April 25 at
you to simply read either The Big Sleep or Farew ell, My
1:30.
Lovely , and a few of his shorter works (m ay I suggest Trouble is My Business,R edwind, and Pickup on Noonstreet) .
A reputation meant a great deal to Chandler's
detective-hero Phillip Marlowe, and it meant perhaps
more to the man who created him. And like Marlowe,
Chandler won his reputation for the same reason:
he had style. Chandler was a master of characterization
Her eyes wejre cornflower blue, and she had
the sort of skin an old rak e dreams of ...She
held up her hand, the one with the cigarette
holder, looked at it posing. It was a beautiful
hand, without a ring. Beautiful hands are as
rare as jacarand a trees in bloom, in a city
where pretty faces are as common as runs
in dollar stockings.

(pho to by Caro l Hurteg)

eating

out

with Came Cooper .
SILVE R STREET TAVERN
Silver Street Tavern, located at the corner of
Silver Street and Main Street , is owned and operated
(* by the proprietors of The Old Port Tavern in Portland . The menu is simple, ranging from ground
sirloin ($4.00) and baked halibut ($4.25) to
prime rib ($7.95). In eluded with the meal is a baked
potato or rice pilaf and an extensive salad bar. Salad
nuts can enjoy an orgiastic feast since the offerings
are numerous: lettuce, bean salad, pickled beets,
pickled cauliflower, etc. Also, the salad portions
are unlimited and can make¦up ah entire lunch
($1.50) or dinner ($2.25). , . " ' . -•
Basically being a fine restaurant,the Silver. __
Street Tavern has a few drawbacks. One is that the
prices are slightly high in relation to the quality
and quantity of the food. Also, because of the
architectural structure of the building - the dining
room having a'fairly high ceiling .- when it gets
crowded, it gets noisy, and you may have to shout
to be heard above the din, Service is usually good;
the waiters are patient and generous with their
(" ;water and' coffee. :' ' ¦ ;- ,; • .' •¦ , .V ¦¦ - ¦77. 7 "
'¦- i The bat, located below the restaurant, is fairly
high pricedj drafts go for $.75 and mixed drinks for
about $1.75. The re is nightly entertainment, which i
. h' usually('K0od, but is also loud. Sd if vou have the
'•^4i&%r -^c^ v6rf «tt tii%^^;^fiiioto.ip»tiiiH-a>^-Jini^ v
• sion;or ju sr shoot the breeze with a trtend, go to the
m *, . a
.. . SST bar before the band begins.
The bw Is open every lugh't from *4t30 te li<W.
The 'tft fcui&Mfc^^
1
from 4i06until 16i(fe , Sunday throHRh ThursJay.
On Friday and Saturday, the dinner hours are.faio
through IliOO.> The SST is a go>dplace to,go wh*n
the 'rents come to visit, cr anytime, it you can
afford it.

a master of dialogue:
"I need a man good-looking enough to pick
up a dame who has a sense of class, but he's
got to be tough enough to swap punches
with a power shovel. I need a guy who can
like Fred
act like a bar lizard and backchat
Allen, only better ..." v
:
"It's a cinch," 1said, "You need the New
York Yankees, Robert Donat, and the Yacht
Club Boys."
"You might do," Anna said, "Clean up a
little."
a master at scene setting:
There was a desert wind blowing that night.
It was one of those hot dry Santa Anas that
come down through the mountain passes
and curl your hair and make your nerves
jump and your skin itch. On nights like
that every booze party ends in a fight.,
Meek wives feel the edge of the carving
knife and study their husband's necks.
Any thing can happen. You can even get
a full glass of beer at a cocktail lounge.
Raymond Chandler had style.
Perhaps Chandler 's greatest gift, was his natural
talent for creating similes. Perhaps this simile loses a
little bit taken out of context (it helps if you know that
the narrator had been drunk and struck twice on the
head that day), but who else could have thought of
this: "a huge oval mirror with a rounded surface
that m ade me look like a pygmy with water on the
brain,"? A comparison to Milton's epic similes?. I
don't think one would be in order, but the reference
is worth something. Like the genre , th e epic, Milton
was writing ini the detective story has its own sense
of decorum, with conventions, and a tradition all .its .
,,
I own. Chandler was as con?pious as Milton of his
genre's decorum , and like Milton he attempted to , , ,
;
'
! exhaust all his genre's possibilities. .
„ '¦ . . . . '- < '/ . .
Chandler struggled most of his life with a public .
'
• .-• . • v
< and critical notion that detective stories are "pulp
'
ftctiohVj At least, in his hands he tried to prove, they
are not. And if Chandler,has hiade any real contribution
.<
to American literature;- it is in this fight* ''When any \
book, any sort of book, reaches a certain intensity
•:; *i,
of ar
tistic perform arice it becomes literature'.V This .
is not the musing of a'third-ratehick writer, but rather •,* .:';¦*;:¦n
the studied
thought of a very serious artist, who .also owe*-/
¦ ¦ wfOmC t ¦

.

It is a good deal more unlikely that any wnter now
living will produce a better historical novel
than HENRY ESMOND, a better tale of children
than THE GOLD EN AGE, a sharper social
vignette than MADAME BOVARY, a more graceful and elegant evocation than THE SPOILS
OF POYNTON, a wider and richer canvas
than WAR AND PEACE or THE BROTHERS
KARAMAZOV. But to devise a m ore plausible
mystery than THE HOUND OF THE BASKERVILLES or THE PURLOINED LETTER should
not be too difficult.. . There are no "classics"
of crime and detection. Not one. Within its
frame and reference , which is the only way
it should be judged, a classic is a piece of
writing which exhausts the possibilities of its
form and can hardly be surpassed. No story
or novel of mystery has done that yet. Few
have come close. Which is one of the principle
reasons why otherwise reasonable people continue
to assault the citadel.
i

Raymond Chandler at his best wrote with that "certain
intensity of artistic performan ce", and his books
are great literature; I don't think it will be too surprising
to find that his "classics" have disuaded the reasonable
writers from attempting to write another novel
of crime and d etection.

Please Submit for the Last Issue of PEQUOI)
Deadline: Wednesday April 28
Drop box in English department lobby or
box 900 in Roberts

j

Any stories or poems not returned from
last issue are being considered for this next
issue.
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Water Tower Briefs.Liberty is a risky business.
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SUMMER JOB OPENING
The Kennebec Camps in N. Belgrade, Maine are
Holiday Inn, Waterville, placed the following jobs with the
looking for a driver. Pay is $350 to $500 plus room and
Career
Counseling Office on April 12, 1976.
board, transportation to and from Maine and use of all
camp facilities. If interested write to The Ken nebec Camps
Front Desk Clerk, Full-time
-4-05 Westview Road , Elkins Park, Pa. or call:
40-48 hours/week; $2.5O-$3.00/hour
3 p.m. -11 p.m./ 5 days per week
215 63 5-6352.
—
Fill out application at HolidayTnh , and see Carole Nickd

The Paul Revere Mem orial Association"in v
. Boston has.notified us of openings for Guides at the
Relief Night Auditor, Part time or Full time
Paul Revere House on the Freedom Trail in Boston
Recap days' activities
tliis_ summer. Guides give tours of the h ouse, ddiyer
11:00 p.m. -7 a.m.
short talks on Revere, operate the admissions desk ;
$2.50 - $3.00/ hour
Inn
and
see
Carole
Nickel
Holiday
at
Fill out application
- sales desk, and perform other similiar duties. Openings
This can work out to be a summer job if a student wants it.

mp imnm \

Yard Work ; Part time now, Full time later
Picking up around grounds, emptying trash cans, etc.
$2.50/hour
- .
Fill out application at Holiday Inn and see Carole Nickel

JOB OPENINGS
_ The Newspaper Fund of Princeton, New Jersey,
announces that it is receiving applications for the 1977 Editing Intern Program. The program puts
selected college students to work for a full summer
on the copy desk of a daily newspaper or wire
service. Prior to internship, each student must attend
an intensive copy editing training course at a university
designated by the Fund. The Newspaper Fund also sponsors
a Reporting Program where the intern is involved
for the summer in full-time reporting or rtewsgathenng wont
Applicants should now be sophomores in college. Winners
will be named in late Decmber, 1976, and the deadline
for application for both Internship Programs is Decem'
b er 1, 1976.
For more information regarding the above positions,
come to the Career Counseling Office, L 110.

The Federal Reserve Bank of Boston has an opening f or a
Research Assistant with potential to advance to a regional
statistician. The work involves gathering and analyzing
regional economic data in preparatio n for publication. Applicant should have a bachelors degree in Economics, a
knowledge of mathematics and preferably of work with com
puter applications.
For information and the address of the Bank's Personnel Consultant , come to the Career Counseling Office.

The New York State Employment Service announces
various full- and part-time job openings in Warren , Washington, and Saratoga counties of New York State. Although
unemployment is high injthis area, openings in various occupations are p icking up. In addition , there will be many
job openings for the summer in the Lake George region .
Some of these jobs are live-in, some are not; most do not
require experience; most are full-time and will last fro m mid
to late June through Labor Day. M ore information is available in the Career Counseling Office,

Water Safety Instructor ,; • •
Requirements: Red Cross WSI; previous experience ;
preferred/ Portland , Maine residents preferred.
Descrip tion: Provide swimming instructipn and supervision
children and adults at one of 3 pools as part of town
summer recreation program . Job runs from the end
of June to the end of August, 35 hour week. .
¦
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WANTED: Student Travel Consultant
to book rooms for : QUALITY INN/ AMERICAN
1055 North federal Highway
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33304;;:- - 7\
n
r
Send letter indicating interest in position.
•>.

Staff Assistant, E.Boston, MA.
Work in a summer community pgm . for 72 children,- • ages from 6 -17 ; 21 of these willhave special needs.
2 days/week spent in the country, other 3 mornings
devoted to activity sessions, afternoons to field trips.
3-6 positions; $750 for 8 weeks,- Starts July 6, 1976-a
Hours: 8:30-4:30.
„. . "'
Refer to Job No, 201, College Venture Pgm., Career
Counseling Office., Ll 10.
Evans-Black Carpets, Arlington, Texas announces the following opening:
CARPET SALES: Sales Representatives work directly
with retaircarpet outlets. Activity directed along merchandising and marketing lines, dealing with buyers, merchandise
managers, and owners.
"A tormal training program of 7 weeks duration will
be conducted at company headquarters in Arlington, TX.
Applicants must be willing to relocate to anywhere in the U.S

.

NYS Assembly Offers Sumrrier Internships at the Capitol
in Albany. The Assembly Intern Program , in operation since 1971, is again offering ten summer intern posi- , ,
tions for New York State residents who will be going into
or have just completed their senior year. Graduate students
are also eligible. All applicants must be matriculated in a
degree program for the 1976-77 academic year.
Interns will work on a specific research project in
conjunction with members of the Assembly's professional
staffs. Interns will receive a stipend of $1,500 for ten' weeks
of full-time work.
For more information please, contact the campus coordinator for the intern program, Mrs. Doris Downing, 205
Eustis, or the Assembly Intern Program , the Capitol, Room
519, Albany, Ne w York , 12224.
Field Experience credit may be arranged.

An interviewer from the John Hancock Company will
be on campus May 4, if enough interested students sign up
for interviews. The position that will be filled from these:
interviews is a SALES position, and unless students are interested strictly in this type of work, they will not be granted
an interview. Student's may arrange an interview time at The
Career Counseling Office, L 110.
Job Title: TRIP LEADER
¦-; •
Location: Rochester, Vermont
expenses paid
andlivig
Skylark, Inc., a subsidiary of Scott Paper Company, is Salary: $300 -r 3500 All trav.d.
(7
seeking an interested student or faculty m ember who is '
.10 students),
Lead group of high school teenagers
desirous of a summer position in sales and marketing of
on cycles tours around New England, Eastern and
their recreational land subdivision , Rum Ridge, in Greenville, Western Canada , and Europe. Interview with DirMaine. Work will consist of contacting prospects provided
ector in Boston or Vermont required before acceptance
by their office and selling our choice properties in MooseMust be 21 years old. Interested and qualified applicants
head Country. Duties may also include some local travel
and on-site light maintenance. AVork period will be from
should apply no later-than April 15 by letter to:
mid-May to mid-September. Salary and/or commission will
Ted Lefkowitz, President
be tailored, to the individual.'
,
Student Hosteling Program
For m ore information and applicati on procedure,
le Hill
Map
come to the Carrer Counseling Office, L 110.
Rochester , Vt. 05767 (802) 767-3297 .
May contact Mr. Lefkowitz b y p hont* also.

>

i he Jordan Marsh Company is seeking candidates for
their Executive Training Program scheduled to com mence in
early June and in September. For a description of the proJob placement specialists at Opportunity Research ingram, and the perso n to write to, come to the Career Coun- dicate that there will be in excess of 50,000 good summer
jobs at National Park facilities, State Parks , dude ranches and;
seling Office, L 110.
private surhmer camps. Students are urged to apply early
(prior to April 1) as the good jobs go f ast. Free information * -x
on student assistance for summer job placement may be ob- ,
tained by sending a self-addressed stamped envelope to ^ Op portunity Research , Dept. SJO, 55 Flathead
Drive Kali• ¦ . - ¦ ¦¦ ,
spell MT 59901.
'
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The Boston office of ACTION/Pcaee.Corps/Vista has announced its recruitment projections for this summer. 80%
of the openings occur in Jul y.
The projection's indicate a number elf possible program s for
applicants who will be receiving degrees iri tlie liberal arts —
especially those with training in French. Liberal arts graduates should be:
1. Extremely flexible as to where they would like to
be placed.
2. Thinking in terms of going in July , no later.
3. Submitting an application by the end of March, if
they wish to be considered for a program this year,
Except in the summer months, there are very few programs
open to applicants with .degrees in the social sciences.
By submitting the application by the end of this month ,
liberal arts graduates will have tlie best possible opportunity o f being offered a program in the Peace Corps., A pril,
in many instances, will be too late.
Applications are available in the .Career Counseling Office.

* *'

Terinis Instructors (2), .
Requirements ! Mature , above average Tennis player with
orthodox style. Person should hot be self-taught but
should have.reccive'd tennis lessons themselves so
as to have correct form and correct strokes.
Description: Teach beginning, intern tennis to inner '
city youth ages 7 - 17.
Location: Franklin Field, Boston, Mass. Stortsjune
1st, goes to end of August. 40 hour week.
For salary and addresses come to Career Counseling
,
Office, L110.

"

Camp Somerset, Oakland, Maine has a position
open for a young woman at least 21 years of age who is
in her senior year and would be interested in being the
housekeeper for the Cam p Director, Candidates must be
available to begin Work on Mdy SOth and tb terrninate ;, ' ¦
on or about September 3. The position pays $600 for the camp
season plus room, board and laundry,
Mr. Allen Cramer, owrier of the camp, "will be inter
O
viewing interested young women at Camp Somerset on
May
8.
the evenings of May 5,6,7, and possibly Saturday,
However, Mr. Cramer would appreciate it if candidates
sent him a letter of application listing previous job. experience and
general interests;tb this New York officer • ; ' .' ¦;
Mr. Allen Cramer ' ..
: 225 East 57th St. .
7:.M[,_ . _ ,
N.Y., N.Y. 10022,
For further information about Camp Somerset come
.to the Career Counseling office, Ll 10.

FOR SALE -1963 MGB
'68 engine many new parts
—good condition $500
Gerry Boyle -ext. 552

SPECIAL ELECTION

A special class election will be held on Friday, April,
23. This will be a re-run for President ofcthe class of 1979
as Jan Morris' name was omitted from the first ballot. -The
candidates for this office are Cheri Bailey, Dave Lemoin,
Dave Linsky, and Jan Morris. No new candidates will be
added to thista<*e. However, nomination papers for Secretary of the* Glass of 1978 may be picked up at Roberts Desk
on Thursday April 22., This position is still open as Lisa "
McBride, the only candidate for secretary, was disqualified.
Due to illness she missed a semester which places her in the
class of 1979.

t

FOR SALE - SKIS HEXCEL RACER COMPS.
205 cms. marker bindings
excellent condition $60.00
Greg — ext. 552

Wh at are your favorite vegetarian recip es? We are
compiling a cookbook of easy-to make recipes,
original but not necessarily exotic. Share your
favorite meal plans as well as individual dishes.
And tell us something about yourself - what you
do and what you like. All recipes, suggestions,
and comments are welcome and contributions
will be acknowledged. Remember : you don 't have
to be a vegetarian to enjoy vegetarian foods.
Louise Jaffe & Jim Howard
c/o APPLE
P.O. Box 13565
Savannah , Ga. 31406

LOST- Last fall? Yellow cotton jacket Washington &
Lee University emblem on left breast, very old (20 years
and looks it, sentimental value. Call Sue, 121 W oodman
Ext. 573.

LOST: One green Esterbro okrpen.
FOR SALE: Volvo 1225, 1968, good engine, good body.
Reward - Bill Silverman, Ext. 524.
$1,000 or best offer. Contact Diane Morois, ext. 526, 211 Foss
FOR SALE:
Yamaha G-60 Guitar, new strings, with case and other
tid-bits. $60. Contact Hank Bothfeld. x 5 27.

APPLE-OF-YOUR-EYE- COOKBOOK

LOST.* Silver handcrafted necklace. Last seen in the wc
men's locker room of the Field House, beneath the hair
dryers. If found , please contact Pam at 873-5006.

FOR SALE:
Nylon two man tent, waterproofed, light wdght
with extra cord and stakes. Has been used about 3 times,
so is in good condition. $30. Contact Hank B othfeld.
x 527.
' . .
BICYCLES: Very good quality ten-speeds. .All French
Racing type with excellent components. Reynolds frame
and sew-ups. Call Joe, 872-5118.

POUND
One watch. Describe it and it s yours. Call John
Devine, ext. 510.

Watch Found in Quad—just before vacation. If
can be ID'd call Rod ext 5 62.
The Nashua Fresh Air Camp, .Inc., in Greenfield, New Ham]
shire, is looking for a Waterfront supervisor, Playground
supervisor , general counselors, and an arts and crafts counse
lor for the summer season. Because of the limited sleeping
arrangements, the camp must limit thdr teaching staff to
females. There are two openings (male) for maintenance
work. Contact the Career Counseling Office.

RtMHD m
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PASIPHA E

Those of you who like monsters, heroes, and
beautiful women, will enjoy "Pasiphae," a modern interpretation
of a Greek myth, which will be staged April 23 and 24
at 7 and 9 p.m., and April 25 , at 1:30 p.m.'at Mary Low
Dining Hall. Admission is one dollar with free refreshmen ts served <b y slaves no less) between acts.
Questions? Contact Becca Hushing x-569.

Prof. Albert Mavrinac, chairman of the department of
history and government at Colby, will be the presiding chairman of the 41st annual Julius and Rachel Levine Speaking
Contest at the college on May 5.
Prof. Mavrinac will oversee*the extemporaneous speaking event in which Colby student participants will be judged
by Rabbi David A. Fairman of the Congregation Beth Israel,
Waterville attorney Clyde L. Wheeler, and Keyes Fibre Co.
assistant treasurer Gordon Lyford.
The contest includes four cash prizes and is sponsored
by attorney Lewis Lester Levine of Waterville in memory
of his parents.
238SSS

In the Center for Coordinated Studies in Foss/Woodman there is a library with literature concerning women.
Books can be signed out for two weeks. If you are interested, please stop by.

The Colby College Band will present its annual spring
Concert, with Tschaikovsky's "1814 Overture" being the
principle piece, at 8 p.m.Thursday (April 22) in Given Auditorium at the college.
The program, open to the public without charge, will
also include a musical tribute to Duke Ellington and a fantasy on American sailing songs as well as other popular •
ana light classical compositions.
. „ .„.
.
¦The Colby. Band is directed by Gordon Bowie of Win
tcrporj t. wno also serves as director of the Bangor Band
which performs outdoor concerts throughout the summer,

ATTENTION: WOMEN - Any women interested in livin;
in ATO next year should contact Pete Garrambone (ext 5
within the next week for information regarding eligibility
application procedure. Also, if you have any questions ab
living in ATO come over and ask the girls living there this
year (Leigh Morse, Hanna McCrum, and Melissa Lind) and
check out the room.

•wwvww

Camps Andover, Waldron and Guild, run by the Missionary
Society of Boston, are now reviewing applications for summer camp counselors. The three camps are located on Lake
VOTING FOR SENIOR CLASS SPEAKER AND
Winnisquam.ln Meredith, New Hampshire, and serve boys CONDON MEDALIST WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY,
and girls ages 9 through 16- For information and applica- FRIDAY, APRIL 21-23.
tions, come to the Career Counseling Office. .,
8-10:30 pm
2-4 pm
DON'T F0RGET1!
¦AWUWM
EVENTS
SPEAKING
STUDENT
The Levine Frizes for Extemporaneous Speaking
SYNCRONIZED SWIMMING:
General Topic: 1976: Celebration of Disillusionment?
Preliminaries: Friday, April 30, 4 pm , 204C Mille^,
Anyone interested in joining an informal syncronize<
Library.
swimming group, meet at the pool on Thursday nights
The EVentt Wednesday, May 5, 7130 pm, 106A Bixler ' at 7:00 p.m. with .Mrs. Adler. Being a strong swimmer is
the only pre-requisite.
The Montgomery Interscholastic Speaking Contest
Wnn
v
(Open to secondary school students)
A
representative
from
Scott
Paper,
Company,
Portlai
Saturday May 8, Lovejoy Building, 1s00 pm.
Maine, wUl be on campus to conduct interviews with
students interested in positions in Retail Soles. Mr.
For further details call Pro f. Witham , Miller Library
Edward Radgowski will be at Colby on Thurdsay, April
203G, ext. 265 or 465-3994.
29. To arrange an interview time, come to the Career
Counseling Office, L110,

seni o rs

A joint spring concert by the Waterville Community
Chorus, Colby Community Symphony Orchestra and
Colby Glee Club will be presented in Colby's Lorimer
Chapel at 8 p.m. Sunday, April 25.
The program will include "Te Deum ' • by Giuseppe
'
Verdi, •'Symphony in D Minor" by Cesar Franck and "Five
Orchestral Songs" by Richar d Wagner,
The symphony will be led by acting director Harry
Dunscombe while the community chorus and glee club
will both be un der the direction of Paul Machlin.

ANNOUNCEMENT : Underclassmen who wish to stay ar,
help with graduation, sign up with Susan Benson, Robert
Union , ext. ^95,
<PMHWrm ^M+mVWmVm\MirVNr\ ^^

ATTENTION* WMHB is now offering professional trainii
to those students who migh t be interested. NO fcXPERI)
IS NECESSARY;,but you must be willing to leam.
• Apply to j Manager , WMHB, Box 1008, Roberts Ui

Phi Beta Kappa Symposium
J an Plan

. .

"To enable the 'January Program of Intensive.Study '
to be born, and to distinguish it clearly from the present
experiment, the following changes in College rules and
policies are suggested:
1) that the January frogram be known as the 'January
Program of Intensive Study';
2) that January Programs taken for credit carry either
three basic credits or three flexible credits with a
. tptal college requirement of 126, 105 of which must
Be basic;
3) that Jan Plan courses receive the same prior review
as do regular courses;
4) that academic, field , and experiential activities are
recognized as satisfactory kinds of pursuits in January
' but that not all such activities need be given credit;
5j that it is understood that many Jan Plans will not
t>e projects of independent study."

_

"" In celebration of its 200th anruversary, Phi Beta
Kappa is sponsoring a symposium on the general topic
place next .
"The Next Two Hundred Years,"to
¦ ¦' •'take
, ". -'
December.'
It is hoped that we will be able to bring to^campUs I
four participants of national stature representing the
following areas: natural sciences, social sciences,
performing arts, and" graphic arts.
These names have so far been suggested: natural
sciences - Barry Commoner, Isaac Asimov*;socikl
sciences - Ralph Nader; performing arts -'Orson
Welles, George C. Scott; graphic arts - Paolo Soleri. .
The Phi Beta Kappa Committee invites suggestions for speakers and comments on any of the names
above. Send your recommendations and comments
to Prof. Irving Suss, 203D Miller Library.

Experimental College.
It is unclear what the fate of Jan Plan will be. There
The Exp erimental College (CXC)_ of the Center for
&a general dissatisfaction with it in the EPC, but no concensus
Coordinated Studies at Colby College has been awarded a
about what to do with it. The reaction to the new proposal
$400 grant from the Maine Division of Community Services.
is lukewarm. The motion mainly addresses itself to course
approvals (the areument is that no one will propose building
In making the announcement, Colby junior and CXC coa hang glider for credit). The EPC proposal , however, does
director Jeffrey Gottesfeld , said the funds were allocated in
not address the problem of intellectual atmosphere in J anrecognition of the experimental college's "potential for
uary. The EPC has failed to make any statement as to whether commu nity impact.'
or not it sees a basic value in Jan Plan as it presently exists
The month-old CXC is a free school offerin g 17 courses
and has failed to articulate the problems with it.
at no cost to Waterville area residents and presently has an
If the new motion is to your liking, and it happens
enrollment of 3 25 persons. It is the outgrowth of plans and
to be defeated, don 't be too upset. It remains a perpetual
feasibility studies developed by Gottesfeld and several other
possibility only in the EPC.
Colby students as part or the college's January Program of
-•
Independent Study.
The teaching staff consists of volunteers from the cd»munity, coordinated by students associated with the Center f
for Coordinated Studies. The Center,-directed by Prof. E.
Parker Johnson, is an experimental unity designed "to promote new programs of study and new modes of relationship among faculty members and students."

Yale College

Summer Term
:' ¦

;. Mav 30-Augiist l5

For students interested in the Social
Sciences,the Yale College summer
term offers a wide range of courses.

Introduction to the Study of Legal Institutions—
Psych ology and Law—Sociology of Law — The
Common Law—Le gal and Moral Decision Making —
Psychology of Language—Cognition and Education —
Nonverbal Communication —Public Management and Policy Analysis—Models of
Decision Making — Housing and Community
Development—Government Policy and the Economy
Forfurther information about summer term course
offerings write or call:

The catch er can't catch. The fielders CAn't fieid
P ^ ^^^
The coach can't get another job.

A complete semester , full credit , a wide selection of
courses taught by Yale Colle ge faculty.

What trtis team needs is a miracle ! 1
wSS ^Sl^.
/tir&T*Tcn rri-Ti im*
im ^S^m1^
/ WALTIlK TATUM
- ^SoMsV

Humanities Center offers such unique programs as:
Colonial America—An examInation of 1he
formative years in the development of an American
nation.
Film—A stud y of film throu gh production ,
analysis , historical development.
Forms of Litera ry Modernism — Studies of the
modernist period In twentieth century fiction ,
poetry, drama in Europe and America.
Forfurther information about summer term course
offerings write or call:
Summer Term Admissions , 1502A Yale Station
New Haven , CT 06520 (203) 432-4229
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-— A CADEMIC YEAR ABROAD
INDIVIDUALIZE

Plus a unique opportunity for Science Majors , An
Integrated approach to the study of:
GENETICS AND BIOCHEMISTRY
Fo r further Information qbout summer term course
offerings wri te or call:
Summer Term Admissions
,
1502A Yale Station
New Haven, CT 06520
(203) 432-4228

GHANDI AND NON-VIOLENCE _
On April 27 , Prof. Robert Reuman of the Philosophy
Dept.~will speak on Ghandi and the signifigance of the nonviolence movement in India. " Viewing Ghandi as "a supreme
exponent of love in society,"the lecture will focus on ;.
Ghandi's unique conception of social truth asit relates.to..; ' .
the "political liberation" of one people against aj iother.
Prof. Reuman will present non-violence astfvway of life
distinct from what may be called pacifism. A key to understanding the Ghandi movement in this context is what Prof,
Reuman terms "social action diologue." In this sense, the
interests of all participants, includingthose of the colonial
oppressors, are sought to be protected and incorporated into
The lectu re will be held in Lovej oy 208B at 7-:0O p.m.

| ^^^^ ________.

Attention Pre-Med Students

Study at Yale this summer and complete a year of
lecture and lab in:
Organic Chemistry
Genera l Chemistry
Genera l Physics

Two Colby Organizations have announced a program
accenting food for Friday, April 30. The Newman Club and
The New World Coalition, the same two groups that 'last
semester sponsored World Hunger Week, are sponsoring a
follow up program whicrTwill emphasize some possible solutions to the .problem. The organizers do not claim a monopoly on solutions a
and consequently have set up a program that allows for
several different approaches. As in previous years'a fast
will take place. Seller's food service has agreed to donate
seventy cents per meal for each student who decides ,to forego lunch and dinner on that day. Those who wish to fast
should sign up at their dining halls next week. For people
who would rather not fast but would like to make some
contribution, donations will also be accepted at those areas.
The major part of the program will take place during
the m eal hours on Friday April 30. Professor Jan Hogehdorn of the Economics Department will discuss "The .Role
of Economics.in Reducing the Hunger Problem." Aweto
Simesso will speak on the Third World Perspective-. Is There
Really a Solution? Msf Mary 'Roodkowsky will conclude the
program . Her topic will be: -"What is a Student to'Do?" Ms:
Roodkowsky will also lead an afternoon discussion-ion "The
Role of Women in Hunger" and "Food and Corporate Ex' . '
ploitation."
"' _ .
The money collected through the fasting and direct donations will be given to Oxfaun, one of the most respected
organizations in private international aid. Unlike many
other aid organizations, the emphasis of their projects is
development rather than food relief handed out directly.
In the past food relief projects have proven inadequate hecause of difficulties in transporting the materials, furthermore, such projects, provided ho long term solutions. The
money received at Colby will be sent toward crop diversification, improved seeds, water management and better grain
storage. In most cases the Oxfaun initiated projects are
supervised by local villagers who are familiar with the language and customs of their people.

The Passengers .
"The Passengers"is a case study of the problems of
immigrant labor-housing, racism, education, language, the
economics of labor and the trade unions. It focuses on the
experience of an 18-year-old Algerian who spend s two years
in Paris as a laborer before b'ecoming embittered and returning
to Algeria.
There are about 35,000 Algerians who emigrate to
France every year arid find themselvesworking at slave wages
and living in slums. The reality of the problems portrayed in
this film paralells the experience of all migrants to modern
nati ons who seek a prosperous life.
"The Passengers"was directed by a wonian, Annie
Tresgot; in. -nahc'e!<iur_ng lS68-.7l^' .It will "be shown oh Fri-11
day, April 23, in the AV Room at 3 p.m.

Summer Term Admissions , 1502A Yale Station
New Haven , CT 06520 (203) 432-4229

Spend a Summer at Yale
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Fry* $1,000.
from $1,450,
Fram $1,000.
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